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Abstract / Résumé / Streszczenie

Abstract
This work is devoted to the studies of spin dynamics of magnetic Mn\(^{2+}\) ions embedded in low-dimensional CdTe-based nanostructures. The particular emphasis is focused on the system of single CdTe quantum dots with single Mn\(^{2+}\) ions, which give an insight into unperturbed interactions of magnetic ion with its semiconductor environment. A method of all-optical manipulation and readout of the spin state of a single magnetic ion is presented. The experiment exploits the spin-conserving exciton transfer between neighbouring quantum dots to inject polarized exitons into the dot with the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion and to orient its spin. The dynamics of the orientation process is measured in a time-resolved experiment and described with a simple rate equation model. One of possible orientation mechanisms - the dark excitons recombination - is discussed and shown experimentally. The optical orientation of the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion is also used to investigate the spin-lattice relaxation of an isolated magnetic ion in low and high magnetic field.

The work also addresses phenomena occurring in low and zero magnetic field in large systems of magnetic moments - quantum wells and quantum dots containing Mn\(^{2+}\) ions. New experimental technique of fast magnetic pulses is used to investigate the Mn\(^{2+}\) electronic spin dynamics in the absence of magnetic field with nanosecond resolution. After the pulse of magnetic field, a fast decay of the magnetization is observed. The experimental findings are described in terms of hyperfine coupling with the nuclear spin of the Mn\(^{2+}\) ions. The effect is highly sensitive to the presence of an anisotropy, particularly the one introduced by hole gas and by strain. Application of the external magnetic field suppresses the fast dynamics in diluted magnetic quantum
wells and well known, slow spin-lattice relaxation is observed. Surprisingly, quantum dots with many Mn$^{2+}$ ions show fast spin dynamics even after application of external field, up to 0.5 T. The fast process may originate from the spin-spin interaction between the magnetic ions, especially if their spatial distribution within the dot is not uniform.

The work is organized in the following way:

- In chapter 1 I briefly present a short introduction into the subject: description of basic properties of diluted magnetic semiconductors (Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te in particular) and low-dimensional semiconductor structures - quantum wells and quantum dots - containing magnetic ions. Current level of knowledge on spin dynamics in such systems is presented. The aim of this work is also defined.

- Chapter 2 contains description of the samples used in this work. Both the growth techniques and the basic properties of quantum wells and quantum dots are presented.

- Chapter 3 presents standard experimental techniques, commonly used in optical studies of semiconductor nanostructures. Micro photoluminescence, single photon correlation and spectroscopy in high magnetic field are discussed.

- A new experimental technique of fast magnetic pulses is presented in chapter 4. The pulses of magnetic field are generated by a miniature magnetic coil placed directly on a sample surface.

- Chapter 5 describes the experiment of optical spin manipulation of a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion embedded in the CdTe quantum dot. The dynamics of the orientation process was measured in a time-resolved experiment and described with a simple rate equation model.

- One of possible Mn$^{2+}$ orientation mechanisms is discussed in chapter 6. The dark excitons optical transitions, which are allowed due to the presence of a magnetic impurity in the dot, can
efficiently induce the Mn$^{2+}$ polarization.

- Chapter 7 describes investigation of the spin relaxation for systems of single and many magnetic ions, in both high and low magnetic field. In the case of a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion in a quantum dot it was possible to measure pure spin-lattice relaxation, unperturbed by the spin-spin interaction. In the case of diluted magnetic quantum wells a fast spin dynamics in the complete absence of the magnetic field was observed.

- The last chapter 8 contains the summary of the work. Perspectives of future research in the fields discussed in this work are briefly presented.
RÉSUMÉ

Ce travail présente l'étude de la dynamique de spins d'ions Mn$^{2+}$ insérés dans des structures de CdTe de faibles dimensions. L'accent est plus particulièrement mis sur des boîtes quantiques individuelles de CdTe contenant un ion Mn$^{2+}$ unique, ce qui permet d'accéder aux interactions non perturbées de l'ion magnétique avec son environnement semi-conducteur. Nous présentons une méthode purement optique de manipulation et de lecture des états de spin de l'ion magnétique unique. Les expériences utilisent le fait que les états de spin se conservent lors d'un transfert excitonique entre proches boîtes quantiques, pour injecter un exciton polarisé dans la boîte contenant l'ion Mn$^{2+}$ afin d'orienter son spin. Les dynamiques de processus de réorientation sont observées lors de mesures résolues en temps, puis analysées via un modèle simple d’équations de taux. Un des mécanismes possible de réorientation, la recombinaison d’excitons sombres, est présenté expérimentalement, puis discuté. L’orientation optique de l’ion Mn$^{2+}$ est aussi utilisée pour étudier les relaxations spin-réseau d’un ion magnétique isolé sous faibles et sous forts champs magnétiques.

Ce travail décrit aussi les phénomènes présents pour des champs magnétiques nuls ou faibles dans des systèmes de moments magnétiques plus grands (puits et boîtes quantiques contenant plusieurs ions Mn$^{2+}$). Une nouvelle technique expérimentale, basée sur des impulsions magnétiques rapides, nous permet d’étudier la dynamique de spin des ions Mn$^{2+}$ en l’absence de champ magnétique et ce, avec une résolution temporelle de l’ordre de la nanoseconde. Nous observons une rapide décroissance de la magnétisation après une impulsion magnétique. Le phénomène est décrit en terme de couplage hyperfin avec le spin nucléaire des ions Mn$^{2+}$. Cet effet est particulièrement sensible à toute anisotropie, notamment celles introduites par un gaz de trous ou par le contrainte du réseau. L’application d’un champ magnétique externe supprime les dynamiques rapides dans les puîts quantiques magnétiques dilués et des phénomènes plus commun de relaxation
lente spin-réseau sont alors observés. Il est toutefois surprenant que les boîtes quantiques avec un grand nombre d’ions Mn$^{2+}$ présentent ces dynamiques de spin rapides même après application d’un champ magnétique allant jusqu’à 0.5 T. Ce processus rapide pourrait venir des interactions spin-spin des ions Mn$^{2+}$, en particulier si leur distribution spatiale n’est pas régulière à l’intérieur de la boîte.

Cette étude est organisée de la manière suivante:

- Le Chapitre 1 présente une brève introduction au sujet: la description des propriétés fondamentales des semiconducteurs dilués magnétiques (en particulier les alliages de Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te) et des structures semiconductrices de basse dimensionnalité - puits et boîtes quantiques - contenant des impuretés magnétiques. L’état de l’art concernant la dynamique de spin dans de tels systèmes est présenté. Le but de cette étude est ensuite défini.

- Le Chapitre 2 est consacré à la description des échantillons utilisés dans cette étude. Les techniques de croissance ainsi que les propriétés des puits et des boîtes quantiques sont présentées.

- Le Chapitre 3 présente les techniques expérimentales, couramment utilisées pour les études de spectroscopie optique de nanostructures semiconductrices. Les techniques de micro-photoluminescence, de corrélation de photons et de spectroscopie sous champ magnétique intense sont discutées.

- Une nouvelle technique expérimentale basée sur des impulsions magnétiques rapides est présentée au Chapitre 4. Les impulsions magnétiques sont générées par une bobine miniature placée directement sur la surface de l’échantillon.

- Le Chapitre 5 décrit les expériences de manipulation optique du spin d’un ion Mn$^{2+}$ unique situé dans une boîte quantique de CdTe. La dynamique de spin ainsi que le processus d’orientation du spin ont été mesuré par une expérience résolue en temps et sont décrits par un modèle simple d’équations bilans.
• Un mécanisme possible d’orientation du spin des ions Mn est discuté au chapitre 6. Les transitions optiques des excitons obscurs, qui sont autorisées à cause de la présence d’une impureté magnétique dans la boîte quantique, peuvent efficacement induire une polarisation de l’ion Mn$^{2+}$.

• Le Chapitre 7 décrit l’étude de la relaxation de spin dans des systèmes d’ions uniques ou contenant plusieurs ions magnétiques, en condition de faible ou de fort champ magnétique appliqué. Dans le cas de l’ion Mn$^{2+}$ unique dans une boîte quantique, il a été possible de mesurer directement la relaxation spin-réseau, non perturbée par l’interaction spin-spin. Dans le cas de puits quantiques dilués magnétique, une dynamique de spin rapide a été observé en absence de champ magnétique appliqué.

• Le dernier Chapitre 8 présente un résumé de ce travail, ainsi que les possibles perspectives.
Streszczenie

Niniejsza praca poświęcona jest badaniom dynamiki spinów magnetycznych jonów Mn$^{2+}$ w niskowymiarowych strukturach wykonanych z CdTe. Szczególną uwagę poświęcono systemowi pojedynczych kropek kwantowych zawierających pojedyncze jony Mn$^{2+}$. Kropki takie oferują wyjątkową możliwość szczegółowego badania oddziaływań pojedynczego jona magnetycznego z jego półprzewodnikowym otoczeniem. Zaprezentowano metodę optycznej manipulacji i odczytu stanu spinowego pojedynczego jona magnetycznego. Eksperyment wykorzystuje transfer ekscytonu pomiędzy sąsiadującymi kropkami, podczas którego spin jest zachowany, do umieszczania spolaryzowanych ekscytonów w kropce z jonem Mn$^{2+}$ i do zorientowania spinu tego ostatniego. Dynamika procesu orientacji została zbadana w eksperymencie czasowo-rozdzielczym i opisana prostym modelem. Przedyskutowano i zaprezentowano doświadczalnie jeden z możliwych mechanizmów orientacji - optyczną rekombinację tzw. ciemnych ekscytonów. Optyczna orientacja spinu Mn$^{2+}$ została również użyta do zbadania relaksacji spin-piek izolowanego jona w niskim i wysokim polu magnetycznym.

W pracy poruszono również zjawiska zachodzące w niskim i zerowym polu magnetycznym w dużych systemach jonów magnetycznych - studniach i kropkach kwantowych zawierających jony Mn$^{2+}$. Nowa technika eksperymentalna, wykorzystująca szybkie impulsy pola magnetycznego, została użyta do zbadania dynamiki elektronowego spinu jonów Mn$^{2+}$ przy braku zewnętrznego pola magnetycznego z nanosekundową rozdzielczością. Zaobserwowano szybką relaksację namagnesowania po impulsie pola. Wyniki doświadczalne opisano uwzględniając sprzężenie nadsubtelne ze spinem jądrowym jonów Mn$^{2+}$. Zaobserwowany efekt jest czuły na obecność anisotropii, spowodowanej na przykład obecnością gazu dziurowego lub naprężeń. Przyłożenie zewnętrznego pola magnetycznego blokuje szybką relaksację namagnesowania w studniach kwantowych, a obserwowana jest dobrze poz-
nana relaksacja spin-sieć. Co zaskakujące, w kropkach kwantowych zawierających wiele jonów Mn$^{2+}$ szybka relaksacja jest obserwowana nawet po przyłożeniu zewnętrznego pola do 0,5 T. Ten szybki proces może być spowodowany oddziaływaniem spin-spin pomiędzy jonami magnetycznymi, szczególnie jeśli ich rozmieszczenie w kropce nie jest jednorodne.

Układ pracy jest następujący:

- W rozdziale 1 przedstawiono krótkie wprowadzenie do tematyki poruszanej w niniejszej pracy: opis podstawowych własności półprzewodników półmagnetycznych (ang. Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors), w szczególności Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te, oraz niskowymiarowych struktur półprzewodnikowych - studni i kropek kwantowych - zawierających jony magnetyczne. Przedstawiono obecny stan wiedzy na temat dynamiki spinów w takich strukturach, jak również określono cel niniejszej pracy.

- Rozdział 2 zawiera opis próbek użytych w pracy. Opisano zarówno techniki wzrostu, jak i podstawowe własności studni i kropek kwantowych.

- W rozdziale 3 przedstawiono standardowe techniki pomiarowe, szeroko stosowane w optycznych badaniach nanostruktur półprzewodnikowych. Opisano techniki mikro-fotoluminescencji, korelacji pojedynczych fotonów oraz spektroskopii w wysokim polu magnetycznym.

- Nowa technika eksperymentalna, wykorzystująca szybkie impulsy pola magnetycznego, została zaprezentowana w rozdziale 4. Impulsy pola magnetycznego są generowane za pomocą miniaturowej cewki umieszczonej bezpośrednio na powierzchni próbki.

- W rozdziale 5 opisano eksperyment optycznej manipulacji spinem pojedynczego jonu Mn$^{2+}$ w kropce kwantowej wykonanej z CdTe. Dynamika procesu orientacji została zbadana w eksperymencie czasowo-rozdzierczym i opisana prostym modelem.
• Jeden z możliwych mechanizmów orientacji spinu Mn$^{2+}$ przedyskutowano w rozdziale 6. Optyczna rekombinacja tzw. ciemnych ekscytonów, dozwolona dzięki obecności domieszki magnetycznej w kropce, może efektywnie indukować znaczącą polaryzację jonu Mn$^{2+}$.

• W rozdziale 7 opisano badania relaksacji spinowej w systemach z pojedynczym oraz z wieloma jonami magnetycznymi, zarówno w wysokim jak i niskim polu magnetycznym. W przypadku pojedynczego jony Mn$^{2+}$ w kropce kwantowej możliwe było zbadanie czystej relaksacji spin-sieć, niezaburzonej poprzez oddziaływanie spin-spin. W przypadku studni kwantowych wykonanych z półprzewodnika półmagnetycznego zaobserwowano szybką relaksację przy braku zewnętrznego pola magnetycznego.

• Ostatni rozdział 8 zawiera podsumowanie pracy. Możliwości dalszych badań w obszarach w niej poruszanych zostały krótko przedstawione.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ability to incorporate magnetic atoms into semiconductor structures offers a tempting possibility to integrate information storage and information processing microelectronic devices. A completely new research area called “spintronics” has evolved around this concept [1, 2]. Perspectives of devices operating on single spins are particularly inspiring. Although today the incorporation of single magnetic atoms is not fully controllable, the constant progress in technology of fabrication of semiconductor nanostructures gives hope for a possibility to dope the nanostructures in controllable manner in the future. Expected advantages for miniaturization and superior speed of future spintronic devices, as well as potential use of magnetic ions embedded in semiconductor lattice as spin qubits, attract attention of many research laboratories around the world.

From the point of view of possible applications, the knowledge about the spin dynamics of magnetic ions in the semiconductor crystal is crucial. The mechanisms responsible for this dynamics have been studied for years. Many experiments supplied substantial knowledge concerning the physical properties of different diluted magnetic semiconductors. Although many dynamic features of magnetic ions in a semiconductor crystal are well understood, the development of new magnetic nanostructures (in particular quantum dots) and new experimental techniques opened new areas of research. For instance, the ability to produce quantum dots with exactly one magnetic ion embedded, inside created unmatched opportunity to investigate properties of a truly isolated ion, not interacting with any other magnetic moments. The development of the technique of fast magnetic
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Pulses allowed, in turn, measurements of the spin dynamics in the absence of any magnetic field. In reference to these issues, this work reports experimental results and their interpretation related to the mechanisms governing the spin dynamics - orientation and relaxation - of the manganese ions embedded in the CdTe crystal. Particular emphasis has been focused on system of single CdTe quantum dots with single Mn$^{2+}$ ions, which give a peerless insight into the interactions of magnetic ion with semiconductor environment. Phenomena occurring in low and zero magnetic field in larger systems of magnetic ions, which have not been investigated before, are also addressed.

In this chapter, I briefly review the current level of knowledge on Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te-based quantum wells and quantum dots and the spin dynamics of magnetic atoms in these system. In the end, I define the aim of this work.

1.1 Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors

Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors (DMS), also known as Semimagnetic Semiconductors, are semiconductor materials in which part of the original cations has been substituted by ions with non-vanishing magnetic momentum (e.g. Mn, Cr, Co, Fe, etc.) [3]. The magnetic system does not form an organised sublattice. The density of the magnetic ions in the host material is small and they are randomly located at the cation sites. As a result such a system may be considered as containing two interacting subsystems. The first one is a diluted ensemble of localised magnetic moments. The second subsystem is a system of delocalized carriers with well known properties, typical for semiconductor host crystal. The crystal electronic and structural properties remain almost unchanged by the doping with magnetic atoms. This makes diluted magnetic semiconductors perfect for studying the basic mechanisms of the interactions between the spins of the band carriers and the localised spins as well as other mechanisms governing the spin dynamics of the magnetic ions (e.g. spin-lattice or spin-spin interactions). The delocalisation of the carriers is so vast that their wavefunctions cover many randomly distributed magnetic ions. This allows the use of a virtual crystal approximation, in which a fraction of the average spin value (proportional to the content of the magnetic ions in the host crystal) is attributed to each cation.
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site. Moreover, the interaction of the carriers with these fractional spins can be described within assumptions of so-called mean field approximation: all spin operators of localized magnetic moments can be replaced by their thermodynamic mean value.

Originally, the weak doping of the semiconductor with magnetic ions was intended to enhance the response of the material to external magnetic field. One of the most spectacular examples of such enhancement are the giant Zeeman splitting of the electronic bands and, resulting from the band splitting, giant Faraday rotation of the polarization plane of light passing the DMS crystal. The prefix “giant” describing these effects is related to the magnitude of enhancement, being equal to several orders of magnitude when compared to ordinary semiconductors without magnetic ions at a given external magnetic field [3, 4].

Among the DMS materials, the most common are II-VI compounds (e.g. CdTe, ZnTe, CdSe) with transition metal ions (e.g. Mn, Co or Fe) substituting their original cations. In II-VI family, Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te appears as particularly suitable for studies of low-dimensional structures.

First of all, the II-VI materials (and CdTe in particular) posses excellent optical properties. CdTe has a direct band gap at the $\Gamma$ point of the Brillouin zone (see section 1.1.1). The band gap width for the bulk CdTe is equal to 1.606 eV (at helium temperature) [5] and lowering its dimensionality leads to the increase of the gap. This makes the CdTe nanostructures a perfect subject of the optical spectroscopy, as the light emission and absorption occurs in the visible region. The optical experiments are also facilitated by the fact that decades of development of the crystal growth techniques and the state of the art control over the growth parameters on different substrates result in a superb optical quality of the samples. The wide band gap, relatively high exciton (X) binding energy and significant exciton oscillator strength enable light emission and facilitates optical experiments at higher temperature, when compared to III-V materials.

Secondly, the great flexibility of the Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te material is due to the iso-electronic character of manganese in CdTe, offering the possibility of independent magnetic doping and electrical biasing of nanostructures [6, 7]. Moreover, the advancements in crystal growth, particularly in Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) allowed zinc blende structure crystals of Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te to be grown in almost en-
tire composition range (x in the range of 0 – 100%) without significant change of crystal properties of the material [8, 9]. This, along with superb optical properties of the CdTe makes the Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te an excellent candidate for growth of diluted magnetic nanostructures. Such structures offer a broad range of optical methods which yield direct information on the properties of magnetic system embedded in the semiconductor crystal.

1.1.1 Magnetooptical properties of Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te

As mentioned above, CdTe (and as a consequence diluted Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te) has a direct band gap at the Γ point of Brillouin zone. The structure of the electronic bands, typical for semiconductors with a zinc-blende crystal lattice, is shown schematically in Figure 1.1. The conduction band is twofold spin degenerate at \( k=0 \) (two \( \pm 1/2 \) spin subbands), while the valence band is fourfold degenerate. The latter consists of two subbands with total angular momentum \( J = 3/2 \): the one of so-called heavy holes, with the spin projection onto the growth axis \( J_z = 3/2 \) and the subband of light holes with \( J_z = 1/2 \). “Heavy” and “light” describing the holes refer to the effective mass along the quantization axis. The holes with total angular momentum \( J = 1/2 \) form a split-off band, which is separated from the maximum of the valence band at \( k = 0 \) by the spin-orbit coupling \( \Delta_{SO} \). For CdTe, \( \Delta_{SO} = 930 \) meV [10] which is large enough to neglect the influence of this band on the phenomena discussed in this work.

As mentioned in previous section, one of the most characteristic effects observed in DMS materials is a giant Zeeman splitting of the electronic bands. It results from the exchange interaction between the \((s,p)\) band electrons and the \(d\) electrons of the Mn$^{2+}$ ions, which have 3d$^5$ electronic shell configuration (the interaction is often shortly called the \((s,p) - d\) exchange). The consequence of the electronic band splitting caused by the magnetization of the Mn system, is splitting of the exciton transition (recombination of the bound electron-hole pair) into six components. Photons emitted in four of these transitions (two in each circular polarization) are visible in Faraday configuration, when the magnetization of the Mn system is parallel to the light propagation direction. Two remaining transitions lead to emission of linearly polarized photons visible in Voigt configuration.
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Figure 1.1: A schematic diagram of the band structure of the CdTe. \textit{hh} refers to heavy holes, \textit{lh} to light holes and \textit{so} to the split-off band (see description in text).

(magnetization perpendicular to the light propagation). The selection rules of these transitions are shown in Figure 1.2.

The magnetization of the \textit{Cd}_{1-x}\textit{Mn}_x\textit{Te} material is given by the mean value of the \textit{Mn}^{2+} spin \(\langle S \rangle\) and the \textit{Mn} fraction \(x\). If the external magnetic field is applied along the \textit{z} axis, the mean value of the spin projections onto perpendicular axes is equal to 0 and the magnetization \(M\) can be written as:

\[
M = -g_{Mn}\mu_B N_0 x \langle S_z \rangle
\]  

(1.1)

where \(g_{Mn}\) is \textit{Mn} Lande factor (\(g_{Mn} = 2\)), \(\mu_B\) is Bohr magneton, \(N_0\) is a number of cation sites per unit volume and \(\langle S_z \rangle\) is a mean value of the spin projection of a \textit{Mn}^{2+} ion (therefore \(x \langle S_z \rangle\) is a mean magnetization per one cation site) [11]. In the case of very diluted material (\(x < 1\%\)), where the interactions between \textit{Mn}^{2+} ions can be neglected, the \(\langle S_z \rangle\) in temperature \(T\) and external magnetic field \(B\) is given by:
Figure 1.2: A schematic diagram of the selection rules for excitonic transitions in Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te with non-vanishing magnetization. The conduction band is described with the electron spin, the valence band with the hole spin.

\[ \langle S_z \rangle = -\frac{5}{2} B \left( \frac{5 g_{Mn} \mu_B B}{2 k_B T} \right) \]  

(1.2)

where $\frac{5}{2}$ is the total electronic spin of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $B_J$ is the Brillouin function:

\[ B_J(x) = \frac{2J + 1}{2J} \coth \left( \frac{2J + 1}{2J} x \right) - \frac{1}{2J} \coth \left( \frac{1}{2J} x \right) \]  

(1.3)

The antiferromagnetic $d-d$ interaction between the Mn$^{2+}$ ions in material with higher Mn content makes the situation more complex. The most closely spaced pairs of the Mn$^{2+}$ ions are completely resistant to moderate magnetic field, as the interaction between the ions is much stronger than their interaction with the field (the exchange constant for nearest-neighbour Mn$^{2+}$ spins $J_{NN}$ is approximately equal to 540 $\mu$eV [12], while the Zeeman energy $g_{Mn} \mu_B \approx 116 \, \mu$eV.T$^{-1}$). This,
as well as the reduction of the averaged spin in triangles and higher complexes of Mn$^{2+}$ ions, can be described by introducing the effective Mn fraction in the Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te material, $x_{\text{eff}}$ [4, 13]. This fraction of the Mn$^{2+}$ ions is aligned by the magnetic field. However, even weakly interacting (more distant) ions are more resistant to the field than the isolated ones. This results from non-negligible $d-d$ interaction. This effect can be simulated by using an effective temperature of the Mn system, $T_{\text{eff}} = T + T_0$ [4, 13]. Thus the formula describing the magnetization takes following form:

$$M = \frac{5}{2} g_{\text{Mn}} \mu_B N_0 x_{\text{eff}} B^2 \left( \frac{5}{2} \frac{g_{\text{Mn}} \mu_B B}{k_B (T + T_0)} \right)$$

(1.4)

Due to very large number of possible relative positions of the Mn$^{2+}$ ions in the host crystal, it is not efficient to derive the expression for $x_{\text{eff}}$ and $T_0$ for a given Mn content in the Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te material. However, in Refs. [14] and [15] following empirical expressions were found to describe experimental data with good accuracy:

$$x_{\text{eff}}(x) = x \left( 0.261 e^{-43.34x} + 0.723 e^{-6.19x} + 0.00715 \right)$$

(1.5)

$$T_0(x) = x \frac{35.37 \text{ K}}{1 + 2.752x}$$

(1.6)

All above parameters have been deduced from the Zeeman splitting measurements performed on bulk Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te [13]. The approximations are valid for moderate Mn fraction $x<67\%$, liquid helium temperatures and moderate magnetic field ($B<5$ T). Under other conditions, particularly for lower temperatures, a spin glass phase was observed [16, 17, 18, 19]. For higher magnetic field, the correction related to close neighbours is necessary. In all experiments described in this work structures with very low Mn content were used, so that in most cases we can consider the Mn$^{2+}$ ions as isolated.

The important fact from the point of view of investigation of the magnetic
system is that the splitting of all bands increase linearly with the magnetization of the material. Thus the splitting of the excitonic transitions measured in different polarizations also depends linearly on the magnetization. This can be used to optically probe the state of the magnetic system. In particular, the splitting of the heavy hole states in Faraday configuration is given by:

$$\Delta E = N_0(\beta - \alpha)x\langle S_z \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.7)$$

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are electron-Mn and hole-Mn exchange integrals. Values of $N_0\alpha$ and $N_0\beta$ were determined experimentally. For Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te they are equal 0.22 eV and 0.88 eV, respectively [4].

The degeneracy between heavy and light holes can be lifted by reducing the symmetry of the system. For example, it can be achieved by application of uniaxial pressure or confinement in a quasi-2D layer. This is the case of thin CdTe structures, like quantum wells (see section 1.2) or self-organized lens-shaped quantum dots (section 1.3) embedded in barriers with different lattice constant (ZnTe, for example). In all structures discussed in this work, the lowest valence subband is the heavy hole one.

1.2 Quantum wells

Quantum well (QW) is a two-dimensional structure confining particles within barriers of potential. In practice, this idea is realized most commonly in epitaxially grown semiconductors. The simplest way to obtain a quantum well is to embed a thin layer (usually less than 100 atomic layers) of one semiconductor between the barriers of a different material with larger energy band gap. The obtained confinement is the cause of most of the properties which differ quantum wells from bulk semiconductors.

When a thin layer of one semiconductor is embedded in a different material, the way the valence and conduction bands in the two materials will line up in respect to each other is not easy to predict in general case. In principle there are two possible types of band alignment for a quantum well. In the first one, called
Figure 1.3: A schematic diagram of the band structure of a *Type I* (a) and *Type II* (b) quantum well and the spatial confinement of the carriers. Blue points represent electrons, the red ones represent holes.

*Type I* structure, both electrons and holes have lower energy in the material of the quantum well. This kind of band structure is schematically shown in Figure 1.3a. In second type, called *Type II* structure, different charge carriers have minimum energy in different materials. Figure 1.3b shows this type od structure.

All 2D structures discussed in this work are made of Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te embedded in Cd$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$Te or Cd$_{1-x-y}$Mg$_x$Zn$_y$Te material. The compositions are chosen in such a way that the energy gap of the barrier is larger than the energy gap of the Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te. The band offset between the two materials is such that *Type I* alignment is formed. As a result both types of the charge carriers are confined in the layer possessing smaller band gap and their free movement is limited only to the plane of this layer.

As mentioned in section 1.1.1, 2D carrier confinement and the strain caused by the lattice mismatch of the quantum well and the barrier material lift the degeneracy of the valence band. For biaxial compressive strain (smaller lattice constant of the barrier compared with the quantum well material), the lowest energy holes are heavy holes with total angular momentum projection $J_z = \pm 3/2$. Relatively large valence band splitting in all samples discussed in this work justifies considering all valence subbands other than the heavy hole one as irrelevant for investigated properties, except for the case discussed in chapter 6.
The carrier confinement in quantum wells (as in other low-dimensional structures) enhances the Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes. As a result the exciton binding energy increases. This is true not only for neutral excitons (bound electron-hole pair), but also for the trions, i.e. charged excitons, for which the increase is even larger than for neutral ones. These exciton complexes consist of either two holes and one electron (positive trion, X\(^+\)), or two electrons and one hole (negative trion, X\(^-\)). As a result of the increase of the binding energy in the optical spectra of quantum wells (both in absorption and emission) lines related to both neutral and charged excitons are observed and are dominant close to the band gap edge [20, 21, 22, 23]. This is clearly seen in Figure 1.4. The figure also shows the possibility to tune the carrier density in the quantum well by using illumination of energy above the barrier band gap. This mechanism is discussed in section 2.2.
1.3 Quantum dots

Quantum dots (QDs) are nanometer-size semiconductor structures in which the carriers are confined in all three spatial directions. As a result the energy spectrum of the carriers is quantized in shells of discrete levels. Due to the analogy with the energy spectrum of atoms, quantum dots are often called “artificial atoms”. Properties of the carriers in the quantum dots result from the combination of the semiconductor bulk properties (e.g. effective mass of the carriers) and the spatial confinement.

For a long time, the most intensively studied self-organised quantum dots were those made of III-V binary compounds: arsenides (e.g. InAs/GaAs) [25, 26, 27] and phosphides (e.g. InP/GaP). [28, 29]. More recently, II-VI materials gained a large interest as the advancements in growth techniques allowed fabrication of II-VI high quality quantum dots with fairly controllable parameters. Tellurides (e.g. CdTe/ZnTe) [30, 31] and selenides (e.g. CdSe/ZnSe) [32, 33] are among the most intensively investigated II-VI quantum dots. The CdTe dots are particularly suitable for optical spectroscopy, as the excitonic transitions in such dots occur in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Similarly to the case of quantum wells, the flat lens shape of the dots (see section 2.3) lifts the degeneracy of the valence band. The heavy holes with angular momentum projection \( J_z = \frac{3}{2} \) are the lowest energy ones. When such a hole is confined in the quantum dot together with the electron (spin \( S = \frac{1}{2} \)), four different excitonic states can be formed. The difference between these states is the spin orientation of the two carriers. Two of these states, with the hole and electron spin oriented antiparallely, are optically active. Their total angular momentum equals 1. These are called bright neutral excitons. The other two states, called dark excitons, possess total angular momentum equal 2 and are usually not optically active. They might be optically observed when their wave function is mixed with other (bright) states. This occurs for example when the magnetic ion is present in the quantum dot. Such situation is described in chapter 6.

Except neutral excitons, other more complex excitonic states might be observed if the barrier potential is high enough. These include charged excitons (two electrons and one hole or two holes and one electron), biexcitons (XX, two
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Figure 1.5: A schematic diagram of a few lowest energy charge states of a CdTe quantum dot: neutral exciton (X), charged excitons (X$^+$ and X$^-$), neutral biexciton (XX) and negatively charged biexciton (XX$^-$). Blue points represent electrons, the red ones represent holes. Thin horizontal lines in the potential well represent $s$- and $p$-like shells.

electrons and two holes), charged biexcitons etc. (see Figure 1.5). The optical transition of each of these states occur in slightly different energy, as the Coulomb interaction between the carriers changes the total energy of the system. In CdTe quantum dots the energies of these transitions, and therefore corresponding lines in the luminescence spectrum, follow a well known pattern, shown in Figure 1.6. The origin of the lines has been confirmed by many experiments, including single photon correlation and charge tuning of the dots by external electric field [34, 35, 36, 37].

1.3.1 Diluted magnetic quantum dots

Quantum dots made of diluted magnetic semiconductors combine properties of these interesting materials with consequences of zero-dimensionality. One of the most pronounced differences in the description of these objects and other DMS structures with higher dimensionality is the fact that in quantum dots usually only a single, strongly localized carrier or exciton is interacting with magnetic ions embedded in the dot. As a consequence the overlap of the carrier (or exciton) and the magnetic ions wave functions is larger, thus their interaction is stronger when compared to quantum wells or bulk material with similar content
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Figure 1.6: Typical photoluminescence spectra of individual CdTe/ZnTe quantum dots with indicated lines related to specific excitonic transitions: neutral exciton (X), charged excitons (X\(^+\) and X\(^-\)), neutral biexciton (XX) and negatively charged biexciton (XX\(^-\)). Details of line identification methods can be found in Refs. [34, 35, 36, 37].

of magnetic ions. Many interesting experiments exploiting this strong interaction have been demonstrated, including the use of magnetic doped nanocrystals as a voltage-controlled spin filter [38] or observation of quasi-zero-dimensional magnetic polarons (i.e. correlated carrier and magnetic ion spins) in individual quantum dots [39].

DMS quantum dots have been proposed as building blocks for spin-base quantum logic gates [40, 41, 42] and are considered as a miniature cells of memory devices [43, 44, 45, 46]. However, the use of quantum dots with magnetic ions in such application requires a detailed knowledge on the spin dynamics of the magnetic moments in such systems. This issue is one of the key points addressed in this work.
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For the reasons already discussed in previous sections, the \( \text{Cd}_{1-x}\text{Mn}_x\text{Te} \) material seems to be perfect for investigation of phenomena occurring in diluted magnetic quantum dots, especially for optically-oriented experiments. Two types of such quantum dots have been investigated in this work. The first one contained moderate amount of magnetic atoms, between tens and one hundred atoms per one dot in average. The second type was prepared in the way that it was possible to select single quantum dots with single magnetic ions. The latter type is discussed in the next section. In case of the former type, only large ensembles of such dots were investigated. The luminescence spectrum of such ensemble shows a very broad band consisting of millions of lines, each related to a specific quantum dot. The huge number of lines makes it impossible to resolve them. However, even the broad band can be used to monitor the magnetization of the \( \text{Mn}^{2+} \) ions embedded in the quantum dots. When the magnetization becomes non-zero (e.g. upon application of external magnetic field) the luminescence lines related to \( s \)-shell excitonic states \( (\text{X}, \text{X}^-, \text{X}^+, \text{XX}) \) of every dot follow the giant Zeeman effect and split into two circularly polarized components. As it was shown by Wojnar et al. [47], in case of \( \text{X}, \text{X}^- \), and \( \text{X}^+ \) the lower energy component becomes more pronounced than the high energy one, due to non-negligible spin relaxation of the excitonic complexes confined in the dots. As a result the spectrum of every single dot becomes strongly circularly polarized. Such behaviour is clearly visible in Figure 1.7, presenting results of a micro photoluminescence experiment taken from Ref. [47]. Therefore the entire spectrum of a big ensemble of dots also becomes circularly polarized. It is especially pronounced in the low energy part of the spectrum, consisting mostly of the lines related to \( s \)-shell excitonic states. This is visible in the macro photoluminescence experiment, results of which are shown in Figure 1.8. Therefore the degree of circular polarization of the spectrum (or simply its intensity in low energy tail at given polarization) can be used to monitor the changes in the magnetization of the magnetic ions.

1.3.2 Quantum dots with single magnetic ions

A quantum dot with an exactly one magnetic ion is a qualitatively different system when compared to the dot with many ions. The magneto-optical effects
Figure 1.7: Photoluminescence spectra of a small ensemble of Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te/Zn$_{0.8}$Cd$_{0.2}$Te quantum dots with moderate content of Mn$^{2+}$ ions (a few tens of ions per dot), measured in magnetic field in the range 0 - 6 T. Measurements were performed in liquid helium temperature in Faraday configuration. Positive values of field correspond to $\sigma^+$ polarization, negative values to $\sigma^-$ polarization. A low energy shift of lines related to excitonic transitions in single quantum dots is clearly visible upon application of magnetic field. (from Ref. [47])
Figure 1.8: Photoluminescence spectra of a large ensemble of Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te/Zn$_{0.8}$Cd$_{0.2}$Te quantum dots with moderate content of Mn$^{2+}$ ions (a few tens of ions per dot), measured with and without magnetic field. Measurements were performed in liquid helium temperature in Faraday configuration in $\sigma^+$ polarization.
in single Mn-doped dot, resulting from the influence of the magnetic system on
the exciton confined in the dot, cannot be described as an effect of statistical
behaviour of a large ensemble of magnetic moments. On the contrary, it is a
result of a relatively simple interaction between two spins (the excitonic one and
the one of the magnetic ion). This opens insight into properties of a single,
selected Mn$^{2+}$ ion. It gives possibility to analyze the mechanisms governing the
behaviour of the magnetic atom in the semiconductor crystal unperturbed by the
interaction with other magnetic moments.

Quantum dots with single Mn$^{2+}$ ions were considered theoretically in the case
of spherical nanocrystals with a strong confinement [48]. The first experimental
observation of the single Mn$^{2+}$ ions in self-organized CdTe quantum dots was
done by L. Besombes and co-workers [49] and was followed by many experiments
[7, 35, 50] and theoretical works [51, 52] which supplied substantial knowledge on
such system. A few years later a similar observation was done by A. Kudelski and
co-workers in InAs dots [53, 54]. This work is devoted to the CdTe dots. Such
choice is motivated by the availability of the samples and the simplicity of CdTe
based system. The lack of the orbital momentum of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion embedded
in the CdTe crystal lets us describe the magnetic CdTe quantum dot with the
exciton confined inside in terms of interaction of pure spins (spins of the magnetic
ion, electron and hole), which is not the case with the dots made of InAs.

Basic magnetooptical properties of the single Mn-doped CdTe quantum dots
are the same as in the non-magnetic dots. The order of the transitions related to
recombination of different excitonic complexes, the Zeeman splitting of the excitonic
states etc. are typical for similar CdTe dots without magnetic impurities.

A photoluminescence spectrum of a typical dot with single Mn$^{2+}$ ion is shown in
Fig. 1.9

The major difference between the spectrum of a non-magnetic CdTe quantum
dot, and a dot with exactly one Mn$^{2+}$ ion is a characteristic multifold splitting
of photoluminescence lines related to each of the excitonic transitions. To under-
stand the origin of this splitting let us focus on the case of neutral exciton state
confined in the quantum dot. In such a case, the exchange interaction between
the exciton and the magnetic ion changes the total energy of the system, depend-
ing on the relative orientation of the two spins (see Figure 1.10(a)). This lifts
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Figure 1.9: Typical photoluminescence spectrum of a single-Mn doped CdTe quantum dot with indicated lines related to recombination of specific excitonic states.

the degeneracy of the exciton-Mn system, even in zero magnetic field. Since the total spin of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion is equal to 5/2, the number of its possible projections onto the quantization axis given by the anisotropic excitonic angular momentum (parallel to the growth axis of the sample) is equal to 6. Therefore the energy level of the ground state spits into 6 sublevels (see Figure 1.10(b)). As a result the neutral excitonic spectrum of the quantum dot consist of six sharp lines, each 2-fold degenerated and related to a specific spin state of the exciton-Mn system (see Figure 1.10(c)). If observed photons are related to the excitons with specific spin projection (+1 or −1), which defines their circular polarization, then each component of the excitonic sextuplet corresponds to a specific spin state of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion. For example, the lowest energy line is related to the Mn$^{2+}$ state with
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spin projection equal to $-5/2$ if the spectrum is recorded in $\sigma^+$ polarization, and to the state with spin projection equal to $+5/2$ if the $\sigma^-$-polarized spectrum is observed (see Figure 1.10).

Since the biexciton is a spin singlet state, the interaction of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion with the carriers in such state compensate each other and therefore in the first order approximation no energy splitting is present in the initial state, prior to the recombination process [49]. However, the final state of the optical recombination of the biexciton (after emission of the photon) is the neutral exciton state, which is split into six sublevels. Thus the part of photoluminescence spectrum related to the biexcitonic transition also shows sixfold splitting, clearly visible in Figure 1.9.

More complex multiplets are related to charged excitonic states. A detailed analysis of spectra related to recombination of these states can be found in Ref. [7]. The experiments described in this work focus on neutral exciton and biexciton features.
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1.4 Aim of this work

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the spin dynamics of magnetic ions embedded in the semiconductor crystal might be important from the point of view of possible applications. This work explores new fields of research of this spin dynamics, which became available thanks to the development of new magnetic nanostructures and new experimental techniques. The work reports new experimental results related to mechanisms governing the spin dynamics - orientation and relaxation - of the Mn$^{2+}$ ions embedded in the CdTe crystal. A significant part of this work is devoted to single CdTe quantum dots with single Mn$^{2+}$ ions and phenomena occurring in low and zero magnetic field, which is interesting not only from the applicational, but also from the scientific point of view.

1.4.1 Spin orientation

The knowledge of properties of isolated magnetic ions is particularly important from the point of view of miniaturization and scalability of future information storage devices. Among such devices the concept of those with all-optical writing and readout of information seems particularly promising. The optical readout of the magnetization of the magnetic system is possible due to the $s,p$-$d$ interaction between the optically recombining excitons and the magnetic ions. In the case of system consisting of many magnetic atoms, it leads to the giant Zeeman splitting of the excitonic states with different spin projection onto the quantization axis (see section 1.1). In the case of single magnetic impurity (e.g. in the Mn-doped CdTe quantum dots), the $s,p$-$d$ interaction lifts the degeneracy of the magnetic ion-exciton complex and causes the characteristic multifold splitting of the excitonic state (see section 1.3.2). This gives the unique possibility to perform a direct optical readout of the spin state of the single magnetic ion.

The optical writing of information in the magnetic system embedded in the semiconductor crystal is, however, a more difficult challenge. The optical induction or switching of the magnetization in large magnetic systems has been demonstrated, for example in (Zn,Mn)Se [55] or (Cd,Mn)Te [6, 56] quantum wells, (Cd,Mn)Te quantum dots [57], (Hg,Mn)Te crystals [58] or thin films of...
ferrimagnetic alloys [59]. The electric control over the magnetic system in semi-conductor has been also shown [60], as well as the use of combined electronic and optical properties of a semiconductor doped with magnetic ions [61]. However, mechanisms used in all those experiments are not scalable down to single magnetic ions, as they all involve the spin-spin interactions between large ensembles of magnetic impurities. At the time when we started experiments described in this work, the optically induced spin orientation of a single magnetic ion had not been demonstrated. Thus the main aim of this work was to develop the procedure for such orientation. The experiment showing the possibility to use a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion embedded in the CdTe quantum dot as a magnetic volatile memory is described in chapter 5. A similar experiment using a slightly different technique than ours was done independently by L. Besombes and co-workers [45].

The aim of this work was also to investigate the spin-related phenomena, which can help to understand the dynamics of the spin of magnetic impurities. The dark excitons optical recombination, for example, impossible to observe in non-magnetic quantum dots in the absence of magnetic field, is easily observable in single Mn-doped dots. The experiment, revealing the role of this recombination in the process of optical orientation of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin is presented in chapter 6. The investigation of the spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) of the single Mn$^{2+}$ ion, described in the next section, is another example of the experiment which takes advantage of the spin orientation mechanism to analyze the spin dynamics of the single magnetic impurities.

1.4.2 Spin relaxation

The spin dynamics caused by relaxation processes has been intensively studied, for years, in bulk and 2D DMS materials. The main interactions which keep the system of magnetic ions in thermodynamical equilibrium with the crystal lattice were identified as a spin-lattice interaction [62, 63] which can lead to a global change of magnetization, and spin-spin interaction [64, 65] which can act locally and lead to the spin diffusion to non-spin-conserving centres (e.g. clusters of more than two coupled magnetic ions [66, 67], which statistically exist within the random ions distribution). It has been also shown that hot photo-created carriers
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can mediate in the energy transfer between magnetic ions and the crystal lattice [68, 69].

Although many features of the spin relaxation of a system of magnetic ions in a semiconductor crystal are well understood, there are still several aspects that remain little investigated.

First of all, due to limitations of sample growth techniques, in all previous experiments the spin dynamics of a big ensemble of magnetic ions was investigated. This was done either with diluted magnetic bulk material [63, 70, 71] or quantum wells [67, 72, 73]. However, even for very diluted materials, the distances between adjacent magnetic ions were not negligible. Therefore the spin-spin interaction between these ions had always to be considered, which made the situation more complicated. Quantum dots with single magnetic ions enable the investigation of the spin relaxation caused by pure spin-lattice interaction. The aim of this work is to investigate in detail this interaction in low and high magnetic field. Results of such experiments are presented in section 7.1.

Secondly, a great majority of the experiments focused on investigation of the interactions between magnetic ions and their vicinity were performed in the presence of a moderate magnetic field. For instance, a short heat pulse was used to change the population of the Zeeman sublevels, and the evolution of the magnetization was monitored a pick-up coil [71] or extracted from the giant Zeeman effect in reflectivity [74] or photoluminescence [73]. Faraday rotation following the creation of electron-hole pairs by a laser pulse reveals the transverse relaxation time $T_2$ [72, 75]. $T_2$ was also deduced from the width of the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) line, in the range of Mn content where it exhibits exchange narrowing.

Because of the presence of magnetic field, the spin relaxation was always connected with the energy relaxation. A completely different situation occurs in the absence of the magnetic field when the spin-flip of the magnetic field does not require the energy transfer. The magnetization relaxation under such conditions was not a subject of any previous experiments. The aim of this work was therefore to perform a detailed investigation of the spin dynamics of magnetic ions embedded in a quantum well and in quantum dots in low and zero magnetic field. I present results of these new experiments in section 7.2.
Chapter 2

Samples

2.1 Technology

All samples used in this work were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy. It is a well established method, developed since late 1960s. It allows a precision growth of thin films of semiconductors and oxides. The extremely slow deposition rate (typically being of order of 10 nm per minute) allows the films to grow epitaxially and gives possibility to control the films thickness with monolayer precision. To monitor the growth of the crystal layers and their quality the reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) is often used.

One of the simplest structures useful from the point of view of this work, possible to be grown by MBE, are quantum wells. A progress in the MBE technology in the 1970s allowed a controllable growth of also more complicated structures, namely the quantum dots. One of the most intensively studied type of semiconductor quantum dots are self-assembled dots formed using the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth technique [76, 77]. In this technique the lattice mismatch between the materials of the substrate and the quantum dots leads to the formation of strained islands on a few-monolayer thick film called a wetting layer. For that reason this mode of crystal growth is also known as “layer-plus-island”.

The CdTe/ZnTe quantum dots used in this work were formed in modified SK growth mode, following the original idea of Tjinod et al. [31]. In this method a 2D CdTe layer is temporarily capped with layer of amorphous tellurium to induce
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the transition to dots. Then the tellurium is thermally desorbed. As an effect, a sharp transition from 2D to 3D character of the surface in the RHEED image is observed. Finally, the quantum dots are capped with thin layer of ZnTe. A more detailed description of the sample growth and morphology of the dots can be found in Ref. [47].

2.2 Quantum wells

Samples containing quantum wells used in this work were grown in the CEA-CNRS Laboratory in Grenoble and in the Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw.

Samples from the CEA-CNRS Laboratory were grown on Cd$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Te (001) substrates with the Zn content $x$ equal to 4% or 12%. They contain a single 8 nm-wide, $p$-type Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum well, with 0.2% to 1.5% Mn content. The quantum well is embedded in Cd$_{0.75}$Mg$_{0.25}$Te barriers in case of samples grown on the 4% Zn substrate and Cd$_{0.7}$Zn$_{0.08}$Mg$_{0.22}$Te barriers for 12% Zn substrate. The Mg content in the barriers determines the valence band offset, while the presence of Zn controls the lattice match to the substrate. The carriers are introduced to the quantum well either by modulation doping with nitrogen (a thin N-doped layer between the quantum well and sample surface) or by the presence of surface electron traps [78]. In the latter case, a nitrogen doped layer is also placed between the quantum well and the buffer layer. This is done to screen any electrically active defects in the buffer from affecting the quantum well. In order to avoid any direct transfer of the carriers, the N-doped layer is located far from the quantum well. A schematic cross section of the samples is shown in Figure 2.1 and their parameters are presented in table 2.1. Note that carrier density given in the table strongly depends on the experimental conditions. The nominal density is estimated for liquid helium temperature with no illumination and no magnetic field applied to the sample.

The samples described above give a useful possibility to control the carrier density by additional illumination above the band gap of the barrier material. Such a feature is one of the most pronounced effects of illumination of heterostructures and was widely investigated for many systems [80, 81, 82]. In our case, the key
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Figure 2.1: A schematic cross section of the samples containing quantum wells used in experiments described in this work. (a) refers to the samples with modulation doped barriers, (b) represents the samples in which the carriers were introduced to the quantum well by the presence of surface electron traps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mn concentration (%)</th>
<th>Doping</th>
<th>Nominal carrier density ($cm^{-2}$) [15, 79]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1200</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$1 \cdot 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1305</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$3 \cdot 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1384</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>surface</td>
<td>$1.5 \cdot 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1359</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>surface</td>
<td>$3.5 \cdot 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110597c</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>$n/a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122905a</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>$n/a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122905b</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>$n/a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>040397b</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>$n/a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Basic parameters of the samples containing quantum wells used in this work ($n/a$ - not available).
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Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram of the mechanism allowing the control over the hole gas density in the quantum well in the $p$-type samples. The change in carrier density is obtained by illuminating the sample with light of energy above barriers band gap. Blue colour refers to electrons, the red one to the holes.

Element of this mechanism is the existence of acceptor states (nitrogen dopants or surface states) in the close vicinity of the quantum well, which create the electric field in the barrier material. The schematic diagram of the mechanism is shown in Figure 2.2. When the photons with energy above the band gap create electron-hole pairs the electric field separates these carriers. The electrons migrate directly to the quantum well and neutralize the hole gas confined inside. The holes migrate towards the acceptors and then tunnel back to the quantum well. Due to limited tunnelling rate of the holes, the carrier density in the quantum well in the stationary state is lower than in the case without illumination above barrier band gap. Using this mechanism it is possible to reduce the hole density in the quantum by several orders of magnitude, so that in the sample spectrum a line related to the neutral exciton appears. Example spectra showing this phenomenon are shown in Figure 2.3.

Samples with $n$-type doping were also used in this work. They were grown in the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw on GaAs (001) substrates. Similarly to the $p$-type samples, they contain a single 8 nm-wide Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum well embedded between Cd$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$Te barriers. The Mn content in the quantum well varies between 0.2% and 1.5%. The carrier gas is introduced by modulation doping of barriers with iodine [83]. A schematic cross section of the samples is
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Figure 2.3: Transmission spectra of a p-type sample containing a CdTe quantum well doped with 0.8% of Mn: (a) illuminated with a long-wavelength-pass filter (high density of hole gas) (b) illuminated with a white lamp without any filter (low holes density).

shown in Figure 2.1(a) and their parameters are shown in table 2.1. Likewise in the p-type samples, there is possibility to control the carrier density by illumination. A diagram of this mechanism is shown in Figure 2.4. The photogenerated electrons and holes are separated by the electric field in the region between the sample surface and the doped layer. The holes migrate towards the surface of the sample and are trapped by surface acceptors states. The electrons migrate towards the quantum well. Part of photogenerated electrons is trapped in the doped layer, but part of them tunnel farther to the quantum well. As a result the electron gas density increases. More detailed description of this process can be found in Ref. [10].

2.3 Quantum dots

Samples used in this work were grown in the Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw. The sample structure contain four layers deposited during the growth on GaAs substrate: a CdTe buffer (≈3 µm), a ZnTe lower barrier
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Figure 2.4: A schematic diagram of the mechanism allowing the control over the hole gas density in the quantum well in the \textit{n}-type samples. Blue colour refers to electrons, the red one to the holes.

Figure 2.5: A transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a typical quantum dot used in this work. Courtesy of S. Kret and P. Dłużewski (Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences).

(0.7 \mu m), a single CdTe quantum dots plane formed from 6 monolayers (MLs) of epitaxial CdTe, and a ZnTe capping layer (100 nm). The quantum dots grown in this process are lens-shaped, with lateral size of about 10-20 nm and about 2 nm along the growth axis (see Figure 2.5). The density of the quantum dots is equal to about \(5 \times 10^9 \, \text{cm}^{-2}\) \cite{47}.

Two central out of six monolayers of the CdTe contain a low amount of Mn atoms. Two different types of samples were used in the experiments. In the first one the average Mn content in the quantum dots material is estimated to about 1\%. In the second one is was much smaller, reaching the value of about 0.05\%. This value of the Mn content was adjusted in such a way that it is possible to
select a significant number of dots, each containing a single Mn^{2+} ion.

A schematic cross section of the samples is shown in Figure 2.6.
Information about the spin dynamics of the magnetic atoms in experiments described in this work is obtained by using optical methods. Photoluminescence is a primary tool to collect information on the state of magnetic system, and the only one in case of manganese doped quantum dots. In case of diluted magnetic quantum wells, the transmission and reflectance measurements were also involved in conjunction with fast magnetic field pulses. This original technique is described in chapter 4. In this chapter, I describe standard experimental techniques, commonly used in optical studies of semiconductor quantum dots.

3.1 Micro photoluminescence

The majority of the experiments related to quantum dots described in this work focus on single dot phenomena. Therefore the first experimental quest is to collect light emitted by selected single quantum dot. The selection of the dot is done both spatially and spectrally. The spatial selection is done by using a microscope objective. It enables illumination and luminescence collection from an area not greater than 1 µm in diameter.

Two experimental setups with different microscopes were used in this work. In the Institute of Experimental Physics at the University of Warsaw, where the
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Figure 3.1: A photograph of the microscope objective used in the micro-luminescence measurements in low magnetic field in an optical cryostat and a schematic diagram of beam path inside.

sample was placed in an optical cryostat, a specially designed mirror objective with a high numerical aperture (equal to about 0.7) \cite{84} was used. A cross section of this objective is shown in Figure 3.1. The resolution of the device is given mainly by the diffraction limit and reaches 500 nm. The sample was placed on the focal plane of the microscope, at its back surface. Such mounting guarantees excellent mechanical stability, enabling virtually infinitely long measurements of selected single quantum dot\footnote{The longest experiment on a single quantum dot performed in this setup lasted more than 4 weeks and was stopped by the user.}. The microscope together with the sample is immersed in liquid helium bath inside the cryostat. Since the cryostat allows direct optical access to the sample, the whole setup is based on free beam optics. The laser used to illuminate the sample enters the cryostat along the optical axis of the device. The light emitted by quantum dots and collected by the microscope follows the same axis. The photoluminescence signal is then separated from the laser beam by use of a dichroic mirror outside the cryostat. Such setup enables polarization-resolved measurements, both in excitation and detection, simply by placing polarization optics in appropriate beam.

In Grenoble High Magnetic Field Laboratory, where no optical cryostat was
available, an optical fiber setup was used. A standard achromatic microscope objective is placed inside the cryostat. Both the exciting and the collected light are transmitted though a monomode fiber coupled directly to the objective. The photoluminescence signal is separated from the laser beam by a fiber-based dichroic beam splitter. The sample is placed on a precise piezoelectric x-y-z stages below the microscope. Such setup enables scanning of the sample surface with the laser spot with spatial resolution of about 100 nm. A photograph of this system is shown in Figure 3.2. The microscope objective with piezoelectric stages is placed inside the cryostat and kept in the temperature of about 10 K.

Such setup makes the polarization-resolved measurements much more difficult in comparison with the setup based on free beam optics. The monomode fiber which is about 10 m long acts as a high order, wavelength-dependent wave plate. Moreover, as the experiments are carried out in high magnetic field, a strong Faraday rotation occurs in the fibers. However, as long as there is a reference point, the use of polarization optics outside the cryostat permits the compensation of the influence of the fibers on polarization of transmitted light. In the detection part of the setup the polarization optics consists of half-wave and quarter-wave
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Figure 3.3: A schematic diagram of polarization optics used in the microphotoluminescence setup utilizing optical fibers.

plates and a linear polarizer (such an idea was also presented in Ref. [85]). On the excitation side, the Babinet-Soleil compensator is used. Such a setup is schematically shown in Figure 3.3. In case of detection, the light emitted by the quantum dots itself can be used as a reference point, since in magnetic field the luminescence excitonic lines of the dots split into two circularly polarized components. Therefore it is possible to align the wave plates and the polarizer in such a way that only one of these components is transmitted. As shown in section 5.2.1, in case of resonant excitation, the excited state also splits into two states in magnetic field. Both these states are related to a specific spin projection of the exciton onto the axis given by the magnetic field (+1 or -1), thus they are resonantly coupled to oppositely circularly polarized light in Faraday configuration. Therefore the energy of the resonant excitation is strictly related to the circular polarization of light, which can be used for polarization calibration of the excitation beam. However, obtaining polarization resolution without magnetic field, both in detection and excitation, is impossible.

The light emitted by the quantum dots, after leaving the cryostat (in the first setup) or the fiber (in the second one) is collected with a monochromator equipped with a charge coupled device (CCD) camera and an avalanche photodiode. The CCD camera allows collection of time-integrated spectra of the samples. The avalanche photodiode is connected to a time-resolved photon counter. It enabled recording of temporal profiles of the photoluminescence at specific energy in the experiments where the excitation beam is modulated.

Although very small, the size of the illuminated spot did not assure excita-
tion of single quantum dot. Due to quite high dot density the number of dots actually observed with microscope objectives described above was equal to a few hundreds. The spectral selection of single quantum dots was done by finding well resolved, isolated lines in the long-wavelength tail of the spectrum of the observed ensemble of dots. A well known pattern of photoluminescence lines related to recombination of excitons in specific charge states in CdTe quantum dots \cite{34, 36, 86, 87} facilitated the identification of lines related to the same quantum dot. The identification was confirmed by power dependence measurements and in some cases by single photon correlation experiments. In case of experiments with resonant excitation of quantum dots (see section 5.2, chapter 6 and section 7.1) the identification of luminescence lines was simplified, as the number of dots actually emitting light was smaller by more than one order of magnitude than the total number of dots in the laser spot.

The photoluminescence of the quantum dots was excited with a continuous wave laser beam, either above the band gap of the ZnTe barrier (at 475 nm or 532 nm) or using a tuneable dye laser in the range 570 - 610 nm. The polarization optics placed in the laser beam enabled selection of the desired circular polarization of exciting light. In experiments of optical manipulation of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin (see section 5.2.4) and its relaxation (see section 7.1.2) the intensity of excitation and its polarization were modulated. This was achieved by passing the laser beam through acousto-optic and electro-optic modulators. Using the first one we were able to switch the excitation on and off. The second modulator allowed us to change the circular polarization of the laser. The switching time of both modulations was 10 ns. The modulators were driven by a set of pulse generators synchronized with a time-resolved photon counting system (PicoQuant TimeHarp 200 or PicoHarp 300), which was used to record the temporal profiles of the photoluminescence signal at selected energy. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup in such configuration is shown in Figure 3.4.

### 3.2 Single photon correlation

Single photon correlation is a powerful technique that allows investigation of time-dependent phenomena occurring in light emitting structures. In case of quantum
Figure 3.4: A schematic diagram of the experimental micro-photoluminescence setup enabling time-resolved measurements with intensity- and polarization-modulated excitation.

dots, it has been used for example to investigate the excitation mechanisms [34] or entanglement of photons emitted in a biexciton-exciton cascade [88, 89]. In quantum dots doped with magnetic ions (especially with exactly one magnetic ion) it gives the possibility to investigate the spin dynamics of the magnetic system. The information on the state of magnetic ions is carried by the photons emitted by the quantum dot, originating from the excitonic transitions. Therefore the temporal resolution of such experiment is limited only by the exciton lifetime.

The correlation measurements were performed in a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) [90] configuration type setup with spectral filtering. The setup consists of two monochromators equipped with avalanche photodiodes and CCD cameras. Maximum spectral resolution of the monochromators was better than 100 µeV enabling observation of well resolved photoluminescence lines of singly Mn-doped quantum dots. The avalanche diodes were connected with “Start” and “Stop” inputs of a single photon correlation system (PiqoQuant TimeHarp 200). A schematic diagram of such experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.5.

The overall temporal resolution of this system was equal to about 500 ps,
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Figure 3.5: A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for single photon correlation

which is close to the exciton lifetime in the quantum dots under investigation. The maximum quantum efficiency of the photodiodes (at 560 nm) was equal to 55% and the dark count rate was not greater than 200 s\(^{-1}\). Such parameters allow performing correlation measurements of photons emitted by a single quantum dot with a reasonable signal accumulation time (between a few and a few tens of hours). The correlation system generates histograms of correlated photon detection events versus delay between the detected photons. The use of a delay line, made of long coaxial cable, at “Stop” input of the correlation electronics allowed recording events with a negative delay between photons, i.e. events when the photon at “Stop” detector arrived before the photon arrival at the “Start” one. After normalization, the histograms recorded with the card are equivalent to the normalized second order correlation function:

\[
g^{(2)}(\tau) = \frac{\langle I(t)I(t+\tau) \rangle}{\langle I(t) \rangle^2} \tag{3.1}
\]

where \(\langle \ldots \rangle\) denotes the time average and \(I(t)\) is the light intensity at time \(t\). \(g^{(2)}(\tau)\)
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gives the probability of detecting a photon at time $\tau$, knowing that a photon has been detected at time $t=0$.

Photons emitted by the investigated quantum dot were divided in two beams collected by the two monochromators on a polarizing or non-polarizing beam splitter. Polarization optics (quarter-wave plates and linear polarizer) mounted on the two beams separately enabled independent control of the polarization and energy of photons detected by the two detectors in use.

3.3 Spectroscopy in high magnetic field

The experimental setup with superconducting split-coil magnet available in the Institute of Experimental Physics at the University of Warsaw enabled measurements in magnetic field up to 7 T. Experiments in higher field (dark exciton spectroscopy described in chapter 6 and measurements of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion spin relaxation described in section 7.1) were carried out in Grenoble High Magnetic Field Laboratory. Two different magnets were in use: a superconductive one, producing field up to 14 T and a 20 MW resistive magnet capable of producing field up to 28 T. Both magnets have the same bore diameter equal to 35 mm, thus they are compatible with the same type of the cryostat. This allowed the use of the same probe with the optical setup during experiments on both magnets.
Chapter 4

Pulsed magnetic field technique

Experimental techniques presented in the previous chapter are among widely used optical methods of investigating physical phenomena in semiconductors. They do not, however, give insight to many of the properties of the magnetic system. In particular, the possibility to investigate the spin dynamics in absence of any applied magnetic field is strongly limited. Spin dynamics of the Mn$^{2+}$ ions in Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te has been studied, for years, almost exclusively in the presence of a magnetic field. Typical measurements involve a short heat pulse used to drive the sample out of thermal equilibrium, the evolution of the magnetization being measured with a pick-up coil [71] or extracted from the giant Zeeman effect in reflectivity [74] or photoluminescence [73]. Faraday rotation following the creation of electron-hole pairs by a laser pulse reveals the transverse relaxation time $T_2$ [72, 75]. $T_2$ was also deduced from the width of the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) line, in the range of Mn content where it exhibits exchange narrowing (above 10%).

In Ref. [70], the magnetization of a bulk Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te sample, in the presence of a static field, was changed by the collinear, AC field of a coil, and monitored by Faraday rotation. The spin-lattice relaxation time was clearly identified and exhibits a dramatic decrease at low field. In principle, this method can be used down to zero field but the frequency response of the set-up was limited to a few microseconds, so that the static field had to be kept above a few tenths of Tesla. By contrast, $T_2$ slowly increases when decreasing the applied field in Zn$_{0.3}$Mn$_{0.1}$Se [72] or Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te [75].
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In this chapter, I present a new experimental technique of fast magnetic pulses, which enables investigation of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin dynamics in zero magnetic field with nanosecond resolution. The pulses of magnetic field are generated by a miniature magnetic coil placed directly on a sample surface.

4.1 Concept of the experiment

In the experiment, the magnetization of the magnetic system in the quantum well was investigated under pulsed magnetic field by optical methods: photoluminescence, reflection and transmission. The basic idea is to use a giant Zeeman splitting [4] of the excitons confined in the quantum well as a measure of the magnetization of investigated system. The principle of applied procedure is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1(a) shows representative photoluminescence spectra of a diluted magnetic semiconductor quantum well without (grey) and with (red and blue) applied magnetic field, in two different circular polarizations. A single line visible in the spectra is related to optical recombination of a charged exciton photogenerated in the quantum well. The splitting of this line in magnetic field is due to the giant Zeeman splitting of the exciton. If the field is applied in Faraday configuration (parallel to the excitation and collected beam) and perpendicularly to the quantum well plane, then the two split lines have opposite circular polarization. To obtain signal proportional to the splitting, and therefore proportional to the magnetization of the system under investigation, one can measure the intensity of the photoluminescence at specific wavelength on the slope of observed line, as shown in Figure 4.1(a) by vertical line. As long as the splitting is much smaller than the width of the photoluminescence line, the obtained signal is linearly dependent on the position of the line and thus on the magnetization. By applying magnetic pulses in such configuration one obtains temporal profiles of the photoluminescence shown in Figure 4.1(b). The difference between the profiles measured in opposite circular polarization is proportional to the magnetization (see Figure 4.1(c)). The most interesting part of this signal is visible a few hundreds of nanoseconds after switching the field off, when the magnetization relaxation in zero external magnetic field is observed (Figure 4.1(d)). This tran-
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Figure 4.1: The idea of the optical measurement of the magnetization dynamics of a diluted magnetic semiconductor quantum well after a pulse of magnetic field. A detailed description in text.

The transient is significantly longer than the decay of applied pulse of magnetic field. In our experiment, instead of measuring two temporal profiles of photoluminescence with different circular polarization, we record two profiles with the same polarization, but with two different directions of the current in the coil (and therefore two different directions of pulsed magnetic field). Such approach assures better stability and repeatability of the measurements. It also eliminates the influence of the electric field produced by the micro-coil and its wiring (see section 4.4).

This scenario of the measurement, however, is not limited to the zero field case. Exactly the same procedure can be performed after applying additional constant magnetic field produced for example with external superconductive magnet. The only difference is that in such case the measured signal does not reflect the total...
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Zeeman splitting, but only its changes caused by the magnetic pulses produced with the micro-coil.

It is important to note that the exciton lifetime in investigated quantum wells is of order of 100 ps [91]. This is much shorter than the characteristic magnetization relaxation time under investigation. Therefore one can assume that the excitonic Zeeman shift change immediately (in the time scale of the magnetization relaxation) and follows the change of the quantum well magnetization. In other words the observed spectral lines move simultaneously with changes of the magnetization without any delay.

4.2 Micro-coils

The major problem in producing rapidly alternating, controllable magnetic fields is the inductance of the coils used to produce the field. The inductance, in the approximation of long solenoid is given by:

$$L = \frac{\mu_0 \pi r^2 n^2}{l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $\mu_0$ is magnetic permeability of vacuum, $r$ is radius of the coil, $n$ is the number of turns and $l$ is the coil length. Therefore the easiest way to reduce the inductance is reducing the radius of the coil and the number of turns. The latter solution, however, also reduces the magnetic field, linearly dependent on $n$. The former one has a major disadvantage as well. Since the sample beneath the coil is investigated by optical methods, the size of the coil aperture is crucial for the strength of the optical signal. Therefore the coil parameters have to assure the compromise between the coil inductance, the strength of magnetic field and the strength of the optical signal. Satisfying values of these three parameters were obtained with a coil with 28 turns and 400 $\mu$m internal diameter, made of 25 $\mu$m thick copper wire. Measured inductance of such coil was equal to about 0.4 $\mu$H which in connection with 50 $\Omega$ transmission line allows obtaining pulse rise and fall time equal to 7 ns.

A current equal to 1 A in the coil produces at the surface of the sample
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Figure 4.2: Result of calibration of the magnetic field produced by micro-coil performed using a ferromagnetic sample with manganese content equal to 4%. Solid lines represent photoluminescence spectra of the ferromagnetic quantum well taken in magnetic field produced with a superconductive magnet. Symbols represent photoluminescence intensity measured during a long magnetic pulse produced with the micro-coil. The only fitting parameter is normalization factor.

magnetic field of about 20 mT. This value was calibrated by comparing the photoluminescence spectrum of a sample with a Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum well with relatively high Mn content ($x = 4\%$) in a magnetic field generated by the coil and by the external superconductive magnet. The result of this comparison is shown in Figure 4.2. Solid lines represent photoluminescence spectra of the quantum well taken in magnetic field produced with a superconductive magnet. Symbols represent photoluminescence intensity at specific wavelengths measured during a long magnetic pulse produced with the miniature coil.

In further sections, I will refer to the miniature coils as micro-coils.
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4.3 Power supplying

Because of the small number of turns of the micro-coils a large value of the current is needed to produce a magnetic field which is useful from the point of view of the experiment (a few tens of militesla). Moreover, a rapid changes in the current value are needed in the experiment. Therefore the current needs to be provided to the coil by a transmission line to assure a high bandwidth of the connection between the coil and the power supply. In order to reduce the voltage needed to supply the coil the transmission line should have the lowest impedance possible. Due to technical limitations in mounting such line inside the cryostat we have decided to use widely commercially available 50 Ω coaxial cable. Therefore the power supply had to produce pulses of the amplitude in the range 100-200 V in order to supply the coil with the current of a few Amperes. Because of the lack of commercial pulse generators capable of producing in a convenient way such pulses with rising and falling time below 10 ns we decided to build such generator on our own. The main switching element is a high-voltage, high-current MOSFET transistor with extremely low gate capacity. The transistor is switched on and off by a high-current MOSFET driver assuring rising and falling time around 2 ns in connection with 50 Ω transmission line.

The micro-coil was connected as a part of the transmission line (see Figure 4.3) which was terminated with a suitable resistor outside the cryostat. The terminating resistor is made of 80 1 kΩ, 5 W metal film resistors to assure required power handling and proper impedance in a wide frequency range (metal film resistors in the range 0.1-1 kΩ have usually low impedance and capacitance, thus they are appropriate for high frequency circuits). Using an oscilloscope connected to the terminating resistor we were able to record temporal profiles of the current in the coil which gives its magnetic field.

4.4 Electric field of the micro-coil

Due to relatively high voltage used to feed the micro-coil and presence of grounded metal plane below the sample (see Figure 4.3), the coil produces not only magnetic field, but also the electric one. This can be observed in the luminescence
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Figure 4.3: A schematic drawing presenting the connection of the micro-coil placed on the surface of the sample to the coaxial transmission line.

signal when the carrier gas in the quantum well is depleted so that both neutral and charged excitons (X and X\(^+\), respectively) lines are visible in the spectrum of the sample (see section 2.2). In such a case, small external electric field induces relatively large changes in the carrier gas density. As a result, the relative intensities of the X and X\(^+\) lines changes. This is visible in Figure 4.4. When the hole gas density is high, only the X\(^+\) line is visible. The difference of the luminescence temporal profiles measured on the slope of the line with different directions of the current in the coil is proportional to the Zeeman splitting. The sum of these two profiles is flat, indicating that no changes in the line intensity occur. This was also verified by performing the same measurement on the other slope of the line. When the hole gas is depleted and both X and X\(^+\) lines are visible, the difference of the two signals is qualitatively the same as in the previous case. However, the sum of the signals shows large variation, indicating changes in the lines intensities. When the magnetic field is switched on, the X line first rapidly diminishes. Then a slow recovery of the line intensity occurs. When the magnetic pulse finishes, an opposite situation is observed - the X line intensity first rapidly increases, and then slowly decreases to the previous value. The changes of the
X\(^+\) line intensity are exactly opposite. It increases when the X line diminishes and \textit{vice versa}, which was verified on both slopes of both lines.

We interpret this phenomenon as the influence of the electric field created by the high voltage between the coil placed above the sample and the grounded plane below. When the magnetic field is on, the rapid change of the electric field injects additional carriers into the quantum well. Then, the carrier diffusion between the barriers and the quantum well brings back the steady state, which is perturbed again by switching the magnetic field off. This interpretation can be easily verified by performing similar experiment with a different micro-coil. For example, a coil with the same dimensions but smaller number of turns will produce smaller magnetic field, while the electric field (dependent only on the voltage and geometry of the setup) will remain the same. Therefore we performed such experiment with a coil with only one turn, instead of 28. The comparison of results obtained with the two coils is shown in Figure 4.5. As opposed to the case presented in Figure 4.4, two consecutive current pulses (positive and negative) were used instead of one. The Zeeman splitting observed with the coil with one turn is smaller by a factor of 30 when compared with the one measured with the previous coil. At the same time the changes of the excitonic line intensities are the same within the experimental accuracy. This proves that these changes are caused by the electric field. It also shows that the procedure of measurement described in section 4.1 makes the experiment sensitive only on the magnetic field and independent of the electric one.

4.5 Optical excitaction and detection

4.5.1 Illumination of the sample

In order to collect the optical signal only from the part of the sample placed in the magnetic field the sample was illuminated through the aperture of the coil (see Figure 4.6). In the case of photoluminescence measurements on the quantum wells, the excitation was done below the energy gap of the barrier material with a 675 nm laser beam. In case of transmission experiment, a halogen lamp with suitable low-pass filter was used. During the reflectance measurements the sample
Figure 4.4: Photoluminescence intensity temporal profiles during the magnetic pulse (red and blue) measured on the slope of photoluminescence lines (marked with red lines in insets) of a Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum well with 0.8% of Mn. Black lines represent difference and sum of the profiles measured with a different directions of the current in the micro-coil. Measurements were performed without (left panel) and with (right panel) additional illumination, which causes lower hole gas density and presence of neutral exciton line (X) in the photoluminescence spectrum.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the results of the two experiments performed with micro-coil with different number of turns: 28 (left panel) and 1 (right panel). The effect of the magnetic field (visible in the differential signal) is much smaller in the case of the latter coil, while the effect of the electric field (observed in the sum of the temporal profiles) is the same within the experimental accuracy.
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Figure 4.6: Illumination method of the sample in the case of photoluminescence and transmission measurements.

was illuminated using a tuneable continues wave or pulsed Al$_2$O$_3$:Ti laser beam.

4.5.2 Detection of the optical signal

4.5.2.1 Photon counting setup

In case of photoluminescence measurements, we used continuous wave (CW) excitation. The excitation power has to be kept as low as possible, to avoid heating of the sample. This makes the photoluminescence signal very low. At the same time the temporal resolution of the detection signal has to be better than rising and falling time of the current in the micro-coil (equal to about 7 ns). Therefore the best solution for detecting the optical signal was a time-resolved photon counting system. Photons emitted by the sample were detected by an avalanche photodiode (Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQR-13) installed on one of the exits of a monochromator. The second exit was equipped with a CCD camera enabling recording of the spectrum of the sample. In some cases two separate monochromators were used. Such a setup enabled simultaneous recording of the sample spectrum and temporal profiles of the photoluminescence at selected wavelength. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup in this configuration is presented.
Figure 4.7: A schematic diagram of the experimental setup in the configuration using single photon counting technique.

in Figure 4.7.

The avalanche photodiode was connected to a time-resolved single photon counter (PicoQuant TimeHarp 200). The device precisely measures the time interval between electric pulses on two input channels. However, the full-scale time range of the measurement is equal to about 4 $\mu$s, which usually is not enough. Therefore the counter was used in Time-Tagged Time-Resolved (TTTR) mode in which the time interval between the two pulses is recorded along with a global clock of the device with resolution of 100 ns. In this mode the avalanche photodiode was connected to one channel of the photon counter, while the second channel was synchronized directly with the internal global clock of the device. At the same time the pulse generator used to supply the micro-coil was synchronized with the same global clock and generated a pulse every $n$-th period of this clock (with $n > 100$ and $n < 10000$). Every time the pulse was generated the generator sent a signal to the additional, low temporal resolution input of the photon counter. Such connections allowed recording of the global time of arrival of every detected photon with temporal resolution better than 1 $ns$ and a global...
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Figure 4.8: A schematic diagram of connections between the photon counter and the pulse generator using the internal global clock of the counter and enabling synchronization between pulsed magnetic field and detection setup.

time of every pulse of magnetic field. Therefore it was possible to reproduce the averaged temporal profile of the photoluminescence intensity at given wavelength before, during and after the magnetic pulse. The schematic diagram of connections between the counter and the pulse generator is shown in Figure 4.8.

4.5.2.2 Optical bridge

In case of the reflectance and transmission measurements, the optical signal is much stronger in comparison with the photoluminescence measurements. Therefore it was possible to use an optical bridge setup for detection of the signal. Such system is less sensitive, yet more precise than the setup with avalanche photodiode described in section 4.5.2.1. The optical bridge is made of two photodiodes, each detecting a different linearly polarized component of incoming light. This is done by splitting the light into two oppositely polarized beams by a Wollaston polariser. A quarter-wave plate placed before the polarizer enables independent detection of two circularly polarized components of incoming light. Then the signal from the two photodiodes is amplified by a differential amplifier which enables a very precise measurement of the difference between the intensities of the two components with opposite polarizations.

The spectral resolution of such a setup is achieved by using a tuneable laser beam as a source of reflected or transmitted light. The response time of the optical bridge is highly limited, however measurements with the temporal resolution are also possible due to proper illumination setup, making the pulsed
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(a) Sequence of pulses: field pulse
      light pulse
      t

(b) Setup with CW laser:
      CW laser  AOM
      generator
      resolution ~20 ns

(c) Setup with fs laser:
      laser
      generator
      resolution ~7 ns

Figure 4.9: (a) A schematic diagram of the light and magnetic field pulses sequence in the setup comprising an optical bridge. (b) A schematic diagram of connections between the pulse generator and acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in the setup with a CW laser. (c) A schematic diagram of connections between the pulse generator and the pulse picker in the setup with a femtosecond laser.

excitation possible (see Figure 4.9(a)). This is done by either use of pulsed laser or continuous wave laser. In the latter case the laser beam was modulated with an acousto-optic modulator. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup in the latter configuration is shown in Figure 4.10, and the diagram of connections between the pulse generator and the acousto-optic modulator is presented in Figure 4.9(b). This setup allowed measurements with temporal resolution of about 20 ns, limited only by the response time of the acousto-optic modulator.

In cases when a better resolution was needed, the pulsed laser which produced pulses of about 40 fs was used. To reduce the spectral width of the illuminating light we used an additional simple monochromating setup. To reduce the repetition rate of the laser (equal to 78 MHz) and therefore extend the available range of the characteristic timescales of the processes under investigation, a pulse-picker was used in the laser beam. It decreased the laser repetition rate by a factor in the range 100-10000. A diagram of connections between the pulse generator and the pulse picker is presented in Figure 4.9(c).

Synchronization between the laser pulses and the magnetic pulses was realized in two slightly different ways, both relying on the pulsed generator used to supply the micro-coil. In the case when the acousto-optic modulator was used, two channels of the generator were used to drive both the micro-coil and the modulator, enabling independent control over the pulses width and the delay between them. In the case with a pulsed laser used as a light source, the laser worked also as a
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Figure 4.10: A schematic diagram of the experimental setup in the configuration using the optical bridge.

global clock of the setup. The pulsed generator was synchronized to this clock and governed only magnetic pulses.

In both cases the optical bridge worked in continuous mode. The repetition rate of the pulsed light source was much higher than the response frequency of the bridge. Therefore, collected signal was related only to the specific short period during or after the magnetic pulse. The whole measurement was performed as a series of measurements with a specific delay between the light pulse and magnetic pulse. The best temporal resolution available in such experiment was better than 10 ns.

In order to reduce observed noise and increase the dynamic range of the collected signal a heterodyne detection was used. The optical signal was modulated with frequency of 1 kHz by gating the magnetic pulses. The signal from the optical bridge was detected with a lock-in amplifier, synchronized with the modulation of the magnetic pulses. Such a setup allowed collection of the temporal profiles of the optical signal with at least two orders of magnitude better than the setup described in section 4.5.2.1 in the same acquisition time.
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4.6 Data analysis

The magnetization temporal profile \( M(t) \) collected with the experimental setups described above is given by a convolution of the temporal profile of the magnetic field (we assume that it is proportional to the current in the micro-coil \( I(t) \) recorded with the oscilloscope), and the response function of the sample \( f(t) \):

\[
M(t) = \int_0^\infty I(t - \tau)f(\tau)d\tau
\] (4.2)

In principle, to obtain the \( f(t) \) function, it is sufficient to calculate the deconvolution of \( M(t) \) and \( I(t) \). This can be done by calculating Fourier transform of these two profiles, dividing the results and then calculating the inverse Fourier transform. However, due to relatively high noise present in the collected signal, a deconvolution algorithm did not give satisfactory results. Instead, different decay functions \( f(t) \) were tested by convoluting them with \( I(t) \) and fitting the result to the \( M(t) \). It was found that in all cases a multi-exponential decays:

\[
f(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} A_i e^{-\frac{t}{\tau_i}}
\] (4.3)

gave a very good agreement with the experimental data with \( k \) not greater than 3. Figure 4.11 shows a typical temporal profile of the magnetization of a \( \text{Cd}_{1-x}\text{Mn}_x\text{Te} \) quantum well with 0.8% of Mn (points), measured after the magnetic pulse produced by the micro-coil, along with the profile of the current in the coil (blue dashed line). The convolution of the current profile with two different exponential decays (red lines) clearly shows that in this case the bi-exponential decay reproduces the experimental data with very good accuracy. At \( t \approx 160 \) ns and \( t \approx 320 \) ns characteristic kinks in profiles of the current and the magnetization (marked with black arrows) are clearly visible. These kinks are the consequence of the fact that due to relatively large inductance, the micro-coil does not exactly match the impedance of the transmission line. As a result, part of high-frequency
components of the current pulse bounces back to the pulse generator. The output of our home-made generator does not match the impedance of the transmission line either, therefore the current kink bounces back towards the micro-coil. This process repeats several times, therefore several kinks are visible in the experimental data. The repetition rate of these kinks is determined by the length of the transmission line between the pulse generator and the micro-coil.

Figure 4.11: A typical temporal profile of the magnetization of a Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum well with 0.8% of Mn (points), measured after the magnetic pulse produced by the micro-coil. The profile of the current in the micro-coil (blue dashed line) is shown along with its convolution with different response functions of the sample: mono-exponential and bi-exponential decays. Characteristic kinks in profiles of the current and magnetization (black arrows) are described in text.
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Note, that if the current profile was a step function:

\[ I(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } t \leq 0 \\
0 & \text{for } t > 0 
\end{cases} \]  

(4.4)

then after the convolution with function 4.3 we obtain:

\[ M(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} B_i e^{-\frac{t}{\tau_i}} \]  

(4.5)

where \( B_i = A_i \tau_i \). Therefore, in next sections, whenever we deal with more than one exponential component of the decay function, for convenience by a relative amplitude \( A_i^{rel} \) of a specific component \( i \), I will understand the expression:

\[ A_i^{rel} = A_i \tau_i \]  

(4.6)
Chapter 5

Spin orientation

In this chapter, I present the experiment of optical manipulation of a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion embedded in the CdTe quantum dot. The experiment exploits the interaction between the magnetic ion and excitons confined in the dot. The dynamics of this interaction is studied in section 5.1 by means of correlation spectroscopy (the first such measurements of single Mn-doped quantum dots were performed by L. Besombes and co-workers [92]). In order to manipulate the Mn$^{2+}$ spin, polarized excitons are injected to the dot with the magnetic ion using the spin-conserving exciton transfer between neighbouring dots (sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). The dynamics of the orientation process is also investigated (section 5.2.4).

5.1 Influence of exciton state on Mn$^{2+}$ spin

As described in section 1.3.2, the optical readout of the spin state of a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion embedded in the CdTe quantum dot is possible by recording the energy and polarization of photons emitted by the dot. This gives opportunity to investigate the Mn$^{2+}$ spin dynamics in a dot under illumination by a laser beam. Photon correlation technique, described in section 3.2 is particularly useful in this purpose.

A measurement of auto-correlation of a selected component of the excitonic sextuplet gives the information about the time in which the spin state of the ion remains unchanged. On the other hand the study of cross-correlation of photons
from two different components allows us to measure the time of a transition between two particular spin states. The selection of investigated spin states is made either by choosing opposite circular polarizations and the same energy of detected photons or the same polarizations and different energies.

In order to better understand the results of correlation experiments performed on single Mn-doped dots let us first focus on the case of a non-magnetic quantum dot. Typical results of auto-correlation and cross-correlation of photons emitted by such a dot are presented in Figure 5.1. The curves represent normalized number of such events that both detectors detected a photon, plotted vs. the time delay between these two photons.

![Figure 5.1: Typical results of photon correlation measurements of non-magnetic quantum dot. The blue curve corresponds to the auto-correlation measurement performed on the neutral exciton (X) line, the red one represents cross-correlation measurement between neutral exciton and biexciton (XX) lines.](image.png)
Narrow features visible around the delay equal to 0 are related to dynamics of excitons confined in the quantum dot. In case of auto-correlation, both detectors detect photons related to the optical recombination of a neutral exciton. Since the quantum dot is a single photon source [93, 94] it is unlikely to detect two such photons with zero delay ($\tau$) between them, i.e. two photons emitted exactly at the same time. Therefore in the auto-correlation measurement a sharp antibunching dip is clearly visible at $\tau=0$. The width of the dip is given by an exciton lifetime in the quantum dot for weak excitation regime and becomes narrower with increasing excitation power [95, 96]. In an ideal experiment the depth of the dip would be equal to 100%, i.e. the number of the detected pairs of photons at $\tau=0$ would be equal to 0. The depth of the dip is, however, limited due to temporal resolution of the experimental setup, the dark counts of the detectors used and some background luminescence usually present along with the quantum dot luminescence.

In case of cross-correlation of photons related to the transition of neutral exciton and biexciton, observed signal shows an asymmetric feature at the time delay equal to 0. Such an asymmetric shape is a fingerprint of a biexciton-exciton cascade [97]. It indicates a higher probability of emission of a photon related to the neutral exciton recombination right after the photon related to the biexciton one and low probability of emission of such photons in the opposite sequence.

Basically the same results can be obtained on a single Mn-doped quantum dot, when the detectors are insensitive to the Mn$^{2+}$ spin state. This might be achieved by intentional reduction of the spectral resolution of the spectrometers by changing the gratings and opening widely the entrance slits. The result of such experiment along with the observed excitonic spectrum is shown in Figure 5.2. The features observed at $\tau = 0$ has the same width as those visible in Figure 5.1.

When the resolution of the detection system is high enough to resolve lines related to different Mn$^{2+}$ spin states, the results of the correlation measurements are qualitatively different. Figure 5.3 shows typical results of the auto-correlation measurement performed on neutral exciton components related to the Mn$^{2+}$ spin states with spin projection equal to $-5/2$ and $-3/2$ in comparison to the result of the cross-correlation between these two components. In the case of auto-correlation, a strong bunching with a narrow, sub-nanosecond antibunching dip is
Figure 5.2: Typical results of photon correlation measurements insensitive on the Mn$^{2+}$ spin state. The blue curve corresponds to the auto-correlation measurement performed on the neutral exciton (X) line, the red one represents cross-correlation measurement between neutral exciton and biexciton (XX) lines. Inset: excitonic spectrum recorded with intentionally reduced resolution of the detection setup.

clearly visible. The origin of the dip is the same as in the case of auto-correlation measurement on a non-magnetic quantum dot. It denotes the single-photon emitter character of the dot.

The dynamics of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion’s spin is revealed by the wide bunching, which has characteristic time equal to a few nanoseconds. Its presence is a consequence of the fact, that if the two photons are emitted within a small delay, then the probability that the Mn$^{2+}$ spin state is conserved during this delay is high. Contrary to that, if the delay is large, the Mn$^{2+}$ spin states during emission of the two photons are independent as long as the Mn$^{2+}$ spin fluctuates randomly. Therefore the
width of the bunching visible in the auto-correlation measurement corresponds to the time in which the spin state of the ion remains unchanged.

What is attracting the attention in the results presented in Figure 5.3 is the fact that this characteristic time depends on the Mn spin state which is under investigation. It is significantly shorter in case of measurement performed on the line corresponding to the state with spin projection equal to $-\frac{3}{2}$, when compared to the one with the spin projection equal to $-\frac{5}{2}$. This might be explained if we assume that the most likely random transitions of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin are those which involve adjacent spin states. In that case there is only one transition which drives the Mn$^{2+}$ ion out of the $\pm\frac{5}{2}$ states, while two such transitions exist in case of any other state. Assuming that all these transitions are random and equally probable one could expect that the Mn$^{2+}$ ion will remain in the $-\frac{5}{2}$ state twice longer than in the $-\frac{3}{2}$ state. This is consistent with the experimental results within the experimental accuracy.

In case of cross-correlation of two excitonic lines, we observe strong antibunch-
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ing which consist of two components with different time scale. A representative result of such experiment, involving adjacent lines related to the $-5/2$ and $-3/2$ lines is shown in Figure 5.3. As previously, the narrow, sub-nanosecond dip is related to dynamics of excitons confined in the quantum dot. The slower, nanosecond antibunching is related to the dynamics of the Mn spin. The time scale of this antibunching is related to the time scale of the wide bunching visible in auto-correlation experiments, as both these features origin from the same spin-flip transitions of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion.

A different type of a correlation experiment revealing both the excitonic and the Mn$^{2+}$ ion spin dynamics is a measurement involving lines related to the same state of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion, but to different excitonic states. An example result of such measurement, involving neutral excitonic and biexcitonic lines is shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Result of cross-correlation measurement of the photons related to the same Mn$^{2+}$ ion spin state with spin projection equal to $+5/2$, but different excitonic states (neutral exciton (X) and biexciton (XX)), compared with the result of the auto-correlation measurement of the photons related to the neutral exciton. Insets: excitonic and biexcitonic photoluminescence spectra
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The observed signal is a product of a narrow asymmetric shape with the broad bunching related to the dynamics of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion. The narrow feature denotes the neutral biexciton-exciton cascade. Its width is the same as the width of the cascade-related asymmetric features visible in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The broad bunching is related to the dynamics of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion. The width of the bunching is exactly the same as in the previously described measurement of auto-correlation of one of the excionic lines, which can be easily seen in Figure 5.4.

All features related to the dynamics of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion can be well described by a simple model of spin transitions of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion. In the proposed model the transitions are assumed to be possible only between adjacent states and the transition probability $p$ per unit time is equal for each pair of states (see Figure 5.5). A similar model was proposed in Ref. [92]. The rate equations for the occupation $q_m$ of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin states are following:

\[
\frac{dq_m}{dt} = \begin{cases} 
  p(q_{m-1} + q_{m+1}) - 2pq_m & \text{for } |m| \leq 3/2 \\
  pq_{m+1} - pq_m & \text{for } m = -5/2 \\
  pq_{m-1} - pq_m & \text{for } m = 5/2 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(5.1)

Result of fitting such a model to the experimental data is shown in Figure 5.6. It is clearly visible that the model reproduces all major features observed in the experiment. Note that the only fitting parameter is the transition probability $p$. In the best fit, the transition time, $\tau = \frac{1}{p}$, is equal to 5 ns for the data shown in Figure 5.6.

In order to better understand the mechanism of the spin transitions of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion we performed a series of the auto-correlation measurements with different excitation power. Results of these measurements are shown in Figure 5.7. Using the same model as described above, we determined the dependence of the parameter $p$ on the excitation power. Figure 5.8 shows the experimental results compared with the model curves. It is clearly seen that the characteristic time of the wide bunching strongly (super linearly) depends on the excitation power - by increasing the power by a factor of 2 we decreased the bunching width by a factor of 3.6, from 5 ns at 50 $\mu W$ excitation to 1.4 ns at 100 $\mu W$. These characteristic times are longer than the mean time between exciton injection into the quantum
Figure 5.5: A schematic diagram of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion spin transitions calculated with the model described in text.

dot (proportional to the excitation power), ranging roughly from 2 ns to 1 ns for excitation power equal 50 $\mu$W and 100 $\mu$W, respectively$^1$. This result suggests that the random spin-flips of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion are mainly caused by the interaction with randomly polarized, photogenerated carriers, which are trapped and recombine in the quantum dot. The exploitation of this fact by using spin-polarized excitons to polarize the single magnetic ion in the quantum dot is described in section 5.2. The super linear dependence of the $p$ on the excitation power might be caused by the influence of biexcitons. Their creation probability is known to depend almost quadratically on the quantum dot excitation intensity [34].

5.2 Spin orientation by polarized photons

Results presented in section 5.1 suggest that the main driving force of the random spin-flip transitions of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion is the interaction with randomly polarized

$^1$The mean time between exciton injection into the QD is estimated by using X and XX intensity power dependence and the exciton lifetime. This method is described in more detail in section 5.2.3 and in Ref. [98].
Figure 5.6: Comparison of the results of the auto- and cross-correlation measurements (points on the right panel) with the model described in text using the time constant of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin flips as a fitting parameter.

carriers trapped in the quantum dot. This brought the idea of inducing the polarization of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion by injecting spin polarized excitons into the dot. In this section, I describe in detail how such an experiment was performed.

5.2.1 Coupled quantum dots

In order to create spin polarized excitons one has to excite them with circularly polarized light. Moreover, it is necessary to create them resonantly inside the quantum dot. Otherwise, if they are created in the barrier material, their spin polarization is significantly reduced or even completely lost during the relaxation process. The resonant excitation not only solves this problem, but also significantly increases the quantum dot excitation efficiency.

There is, however, a major experimental difficulty in using this type of excitation. If the excited state is the ground exciton state in the quantum dot it very difficult to observe the photoluminescence from this dot, as it occurs in the
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Figure 5.7: Result of auto-correlation measurements of the $\sigma^+$-polarized photons related to the Mn$^{2+}$ ion spin state with spin projection equal to $-5/2$, performed for different values of excitation power.

same or very close energy as the excitation. One of the solutions of this problem proposed by Besombes et al. is excitation resonant with a higher excitonic level in the dot [45]. In this work a different method is proposed: the resonant excitation of the ground excitonic level in a non-magnetic quantum dot and use of the tunnelling of the exciton to the neighbouring dot containing a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion. To realize this excitation scenario, among the identified quantum dots with single Mn$^{2+}$ ions we have selected those exhibiting a sharp resonance in photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra, as shown in Figure 5.9. As it was shown on similar samples with and without Manganese [46, 99], such resonances are fingerprints of pairs of coupled quantum dots and of transfer of excitons between them. Following arguments support the inter-dot energy transfer: (i) resonances are very sharp (width equal to tens of $\mu$eV); (ii) they appear at energy much larger than energy of observed emission (more than 0.2 eV), with no correlation between the two energies; (iii) all the observed charge states of the emitting quantum dots share the same resonance energy; (iv) optical in-plane anisotropy
Figure 5.8: Experimental data (points) shown in Figure 5.7 compared with model described in text (the time constant of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin flips ($\tau$) used as a fit parameter.

(characteristic for the neutral exciton) is different and uncorrelated in absorption and in emission; (v) the Zeeman splitting as well as diamagnetic shift (in high magnetic field) for both absorption and emission are typical for neutral excitons observed in photoluminescence of quantum dots without magnetic ions (see Figure 5.10); (vi) while the PL exciton lines exhibit characteristic sixfold splitting due to the interaction with single Mn$^{2+}$ ions, the absorption line is usually not split by this interaction (see Figure 5.9).

Basing on these findings we conclude that the resonance is related to absorption in a quantum dot with no Manganese. The photocreated exciton is then transferred to a larger dot containing a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion. As shown in Ref. [99] the transfer time is of order of 10 ps. Note that finding such pair of quantum
Figure 5.9: Photoluminescence excitation map (density plot of PL intensity versus excitation/emission photon energy) close to the resonance.

Figure 5.10: Comparison of the Zeeman splitting and diamagnetic shift of the ground excitonic level in the absorbing (left) and emitting (right) quantum dot.

dots is possible even despite quite low dot density (equal to about $5 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$) since in our samples quantum dots tend to form groups of closely-spaced dots
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[47]. A more detailed discussion of the interdot transfer mechanism can be found in Refs. [37, 99].

5.2.2 Spin-conserving exciton transfer

As it was shown in Ref. [46] and Ref. [99], during the transfer between two coupled quantum dots the spin of the exciton is conserved. The experimental proof for this fact in case of singly Mn-doped quantum dot is a higher intensity integrated over the 6 exciton lines in the photoluminescence spectra measured in the same circular polarizations of excitation and detection (co-polarized) than the integrated intensity of the excitonic lines measured in different polarizations (cross-polarized). The lower intensity equals about 65% of the higher one which gives a lower bound for the polarization transfer efficiency. The transfer efficiency depends on the details of the parameters of the coupled quantum dots (such as in-plane anisotropy and excitation transfer rate). In our case it is almost independent on magnetic field up to 28 T. It decreases for higher excitation power due to the increased probability of biexciton formation. The biexciton ground state is a spin the spin singlet state, thus it cannot carry any spin memory. Therefore the presence of biexcitons leads to a suppression of the spin polarization transfer.

5.2.3 Mn$^{2+}$ spin orientation

The exciton polarization transfer is used as a tool for optical writing of information on the Mn$^{2+}$ spin. Carriers created by a defined circular polarization of light act on the Mn$^{2+}$ ion and orient its spin. The details of the mechanism of this process are, however, not known. There are several hypotheses which are proposed, including dark exciton recombination [100] (see chapter 6), simultaneous spin-flip of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion and the hole localized on the quantum dot and relaxation of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin in the effective magnetic field of the exciton. The leading orientation mechanism has not been determined so far. This issue requires further studies.

The Mn$^{2+}$ spin orientation appears as a non-uniform distribution of intensities between the 6 exciton photoluminescence lines, which reflects a non-equal probability of finding the Mn$^{2+}$ ion in different spin states. The orientation is much
more efficient in presence of a magnetic field of about 1 T, due to suppression of fast spin relaxation channels [101] (see section 7.2.1). Figure 5.11 shows an typical excitonic spectra taken under circular excitation at B=1 T compared to the one taken under linear excitation without magnetic field. It is clearly seen that the polarization of excitation beam affects not only the distribution of intensities between the 6 excitonic lines, but also the overall intensity integrated over these 6 lines. As mentioned in section 5.2.2, this proves that the polarization of exciton is indeed conserved with reasonable probability during the transfer between two coupled quantum dots.

![Typical excitonic spectra](image)

Figure 5.11: Typical excitonic spectra taken under circular excitation at 1T compared to the one taken under linear excitation without magnetic field. The measurements were performed with $\sigma^+$ polarized detection.

As a quantitative measure of the spin orientation we use the mean spin value of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion determined from the centre of mass of the PL sextet (weighted by intensity). A typical variation of this value versus excitation power is shown in
Figure 5.12. For B=0 it shows a maximum at about 0.1 mW/µm² and decreases for higher and lower power. The decrease at the high power corresponds to the increased probability of the biexciton formation and - as a consequence - a decrease of the efficiency of the Mn²⁺ spin alignment. The decrease at low excitation power is due to the competition between the Mn²⁺ spin relaxation, and the spin orientation by the photo-created excitons. The relaxation becomes dominant when the average time delay between capture of two excitons is longer than the relaxation time. This condition provides an estimate of the relaxation time, being in our case of the order of a few nanoseconds. This value compares reasonably with the relaxation time determined for very diluted Cd₁₋ₓMnxTe quantum wells in the absence of magnetic field (see section 7.2.1). The fast relaxation was caused mainly by the hyperfine interaction with nuclear spin.

![Graph showing the mean spin of Mn²⁺ ion as a function of excitation power for B=0 and B=1 T compared with model described in text (solid line).](image)

Figure 5.12: The mean spin of the Mn²⁺ ion as a function of excitation power for B=0 and B=1 T compared with model described in text (solid line).

The situation is different for B=1 T. Similarly to the zero-field case, the mean spin value of the Mn ion shows a decrease at high power, resulting from an increase of the probability of biexciton formation. However, no decrease is observed at
low power, down to its lowest values, due to suppression of fast spin relaxation channels (see section 7.2.1 and Ref. [101]). Such dependence of the Mn\textsuperscript{2+} mean spin on the excitation power can be described by a simple optical orientation model. It is based on the assumption that any Mn\textsuperscript{2+} state, characterized by its quantum number $m$, can be transferred to a state with $m$ different by 1 with a fixed probability $p_0$ during the presence of a suitably polarized exciton in the quantum dot. Moreover, it takes into account the influence of biexcitons, assuming that each of them contributes with equal probability $p_0/2$ to the Mn\textsuperscript{2+} up- and down spin flips. This gives following rate equation for the probability of the occupation ($q_m$) of each Mn\textsuperscript{2+} spin state (with a suitable cut-off for $|m| = 5/2$):

$$
\frac{dq_m}{dt} = q_{m-1}p_0 \left( \varphi_{X,-1} + \frac{\varphi_{XX}}{2} \right) + q_{m+1}p_0 \left( \varphi_{X,+1} + \frac{\varphi_{XX}}{2} \right) - q_mp_0 \left( \varphi_{X,-1} + \varphi_{X,-1} + \varphi_{XX} \right)
$$

(5.2)

where $\varphi_{X,\pm 1}$ are frequencies of arriving of excitons into the quantum dot and $\varphi_{XX}$ is the biexciton creation frequency. Within these assumptions of the model, the steady state of Mn\textsuperscript{2+} spin does not depend on absolute exciton transfer rate or $p_0$ value, but only on the relative numbers of biexcitons and spin-up and spin-down excitons arriving in the emitting dot. To determine the biexciton/exciton ratio of arrival rates in the quantum dot, we use a rate equation model of exciton dynamics introduced by Regelman et al. [98]. We select a basis containing up to three excitons in the dot. Using thus obtained biexciton/exciton arrival rate ratio, the power dependence of Mn\textsuperscript{2+} spin orientation was calculated, with the exciton spin transfer efficiency as a free parameter. As shown in Figure 5.12 an excellent agreement with the experimental data was obtained with spin-up to spin-down probability ratio of 0.62. This value agrees well with the lower limit of the polarization transfer determined experimentally from the net polarization of the exciton line at low excitation power (see section 5.2.2).

5.2.4 Dynamics of the Mn\textsuperscript{2+} spin orientation

Dynamics of the Mn\textsuperscript{2+} spin orientation was studied by the use of the spin-conserving exciton transfer between quantum dots. The dynamics in magnetic
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field was analyzed in a time-resolved experiment in which the intensity and polarization of excitation were modulated. The excitation sequence was following: first, the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin was oriented using a \(\sigma^+\)-polarized excitation. Then the light was switched off for a controlled delay and subsequently the light with \(\sigma^-\) polarization was switched on to accomplish the read-out of the spin state and then to reorient the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin. After a period long enough to allow the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin reaching a steady state the polarization of excitation was switched back to \(\sigma^+\). Such a pattern reveals different properties of the spin reorientation processes, both in the absence and in the presence of illuminating light. The Mn\(^{2+}\) state was investigated by measuring the photoluminescence intensity of a selected component of the exciton sextuplet in a given circular polarization. Its evolution reflects the orientation of the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin combined with the exciton optical orientation. The measurements were repeated for both circular polarizations of detection.

Here I will consider a relatively simple case when the dark period was short enough to neglect all Mn\(^{2+}\) spin relaxation processes in the dark. An analysis of the situation involving long dark period is presented in section 7.1.

A representative result of measurement taken under excitation following above-mentioned pattern is presented in Figure 5.13(a). It shows a temporal profile of the photoluminescence intensity of the lowest-energy component of the exciton sextuplet (as marked on the inset in Fig. 5.13(a)) observed in \(\sigma^+\) polarization. The excitation power was low enough to neglect the formation of any excitonic states in the quantum dot except the neutral exciton ground state. It is easy to distinguish four phases of the profile. The first flat region is related to excitation with \(\sigma^+\) polarization, the same as the detection polarization. Second phase with no photoluminescence corresponds to the period when the excitation is off. When subsequently a \(\sigma^-\) polarized excitation is turned on, the photoluminescence intensity first rises rapidly. This is due to the fact that during the short dark period the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin state is conserved (see section 7.1). The maximum value of the signal after turning the excitation on is determined only by the efficiency of the exciton polarization transfer and is equal to about 65% of the previous value.

After the initial rapid increase, the photoluminescence intensity slowly decreases with a characteristic time of tens of nanoseconds (part A of the profile presented in Figure 5.13(a)). This decrease is related to the reorientation of the
Figure 5.13: (a) The temporal profile of the intensity of one of the six excitonic lines (marked in the inset) under the excitation pattern shown in the upper part of the figure and described in the text. (b) Calculated temporal profiles of occupation of six Mn$^{2+}$ spin states with indicated spin projection after the rapid change of excitation polarization from $\sigma^+$ to $\sigma^-$ (solid lines) compared with the temporal profiles of occupation of the extreme state measured in the experiment (symbols).

Mn$^{2+}$ spin by circularly polarized light. This process accelerates with increasing excitation power, as shown in Figure 5.14. Its characteristic time is approximately inversely proportional to the excitation power. This property suggests that the simple model, introduced in section 5.2.3 to describe the steady-state Mn$^{2+}$ spin orientation, can also be used to interpret its dynamics. In contrast to the steady-state case, now the rate at which excitons arrive in the emitting quantum dot, as well as the spin-flip probability $p_0$, becomes important. We determine the former from the biexciton-exciton intensity ratio, using our rate equation model. The latter enters the model calculation as a free parameter. The result of such a calculation, presented in Figure 5.14(b), describes well the experimental values, assuming $p_0=0.05$. It is also important to note that in our case the photocreated excitons are well defined and no free photocreated carriers are expected to contribute to the spin relaxation. We excite resonantly excitons in the neighbouring quantum dot with an excitation power sufficiently low to make any non-resonant processes negligible. Therefore, in contrast to Ref. [92], we do not consider the spin exchange with individual carriers surrounding the quantum dot.
The last part of the temporal profile presented in Figure 5.13(a) (part B) starts when the polarization of excitation is switched back to $\sigma^+$. The observed signal slowly increases due to reorientation of the $\text{Mn}^{2+}$ spin back to the initial state. It is clearly seen that the decrease of the signal observed under $\sigma^-$ excitation (A) is much faster than the increase observed after switching the excitation to $\sigma^+$ (B). It can be explained by a rate equation model introduced in the section 5.2.3. Using this model we are able to calculate the expected evolution of probability of finding the $\text{Mn}^{2+}$ ion in each of six spin states after a rapid change of the excitation polarization to the opposite one. This evolution is shown in Figure 5.13(b) (six solid lines, each corresponding to a specific spin state of the $\text{Mn}^{2+}$ ion). It is clearly seen that the probability of occupation of the state, which was initially the least occupied, is much slower than the decrease calculated for state which was the most occupied at $t=0$. This is due to the fact that before the occupation of the former state is built, the $\text{Mn}^{2+}$ spin has to pass many possible projections.
onto the quantization axis, as transition are allowed only between adjacent states. The comparison with increase and decrease of the occupation probabilities of the extreme state measured in the experiment (symbols in Figure 5.13(b) shows that this model describes measured evolution with very good accuracy.
Chapter 6

Dark excitons

An important, but nevertheless, little investigated recombination channel of the excited state in the quantum dot is related to the dark exciton states \textit{i.e.} states with total angular momentum equal to 2 [102]. Random transitions between dark and bright excitonic states lead to exciton decoherence [103] and a significant modification of the recombination dynamics which can result in the delayed emission of photons [104, 105]. Despite their importance, dark exciton states are difficult to probe. The radiative recombination of dark excitons is forbidden so that they usually cannot be studied directly using spectroscopic techniques. Their properties can be accessed indirectly by a detailed analysis of the dynamics in time-resolved profiles of the bright exciton photoluminescence [104, 105, 106]. The other possibility is to measure the weak optical transitions under conditions in which the dark exciton recombination is partially allowed. This has been achieved either by the use of the in-plane magnetic field which mixes the heavy-light hole states [107, 108] or by placing the quantum dot in a micro-pillar which enhances the coupling of the exciton with light [109].

In this chapter, I present an investigation of dark exciton optical transitions which are allowed due to the simultaneous spin flip of coupled single magnetic impurity. An important conclusion from this experiment is that these transitions are one of the mechanisms of the optical orientation of the single Mn$^{2+}$ spin in the quantum dot.
Figure 6.1: (a-b) Colour-scale plots of the photoluminescence spectra of two single Mn-doped quantum dots as a function of magnetic field. Two dots (QD1 and QD2) differ by in-plane anisotropy. The vertical scale of each panel is shifted by \( E_0 \). Insets: PL spectra at \( B = 0 \). (c) Simulation of the optical transitions in the QD2 with the model described in text. The line thickness corresponds to the oscillator strength of the transitions.

### 6.1 Optical recombination of dark excitons

The ability to control the state of the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion presented in section 5.2.3 enables easy featuring of selected spectroscopic lines from the Mn-doped quantum dot excitonic spectrum. This, along with the use of high magnetic field, which allows separation of lines related to specific spin states of the exciton (by controlling the Zeeman splitting), facilitates convenient observation of the transitions related to the dark excitonic states.

Figure 6.1(a-b) shows the evolution of exciton photoluminescence spectra with magnetic field, measured without polarization resolution for the two selected quantum dots. To elucidate the most characteristic features of this evolution we initially focus on Figure 6.1(a) showing the quantum dot with the smaller in-plane
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anisotropy. In the magnetic field, the exciton sextuplet splits into two distinct Zeeman branches corresponding to $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ circular polarizations for the upper and lower branch respectively. The lowest component of each branch corresponds to the Mn$^{2+}$ spin antiparallel to the exciton spin [49]. The resonant excitation with $\sigma^-$ polarization, combined with the magnetic field which significantly slows down the Mn$^{2+}$ spin relaxation [101], prevents the Mn$^{2+}$ spin from thermalizing [46]. Therefore all six lines are visible in both branches up to magnetic fields $\sim 15$ T.

At a magnetic field of around 12 T, an anticrossing of the outermost lines of both branches is clearly visible (“A” in Figure 6.1(a)). These two lines correspond to the same $-5/2$ state of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin, but two opposite spin states of X. At this field, the excitonic Zeeman splitting exactly compensates the X-Mn exchange interaction. The splitting (anticrossing) of these two lines is then simply due to the in-plane anisotropy of the quantum dot, acting via the anisotropic component of the electron-hole ($e$-$h$) exchange interaction, as observed for excitonic lines in the absence of magnetic field for non-magnetic quantum dot [110]. As we have checked, the two split lines show linear polarization (presumably along the symmetry axes of the anisotropic dot), in contrast to the remaining sextuplet lines which are polarized circularly. The anisotropic exchange splitting, determined from the anticrossing, is equal to 60$\mu$eV for QD1 in Fig 6.1(a), and 230$\mu$eV for QD2 in Fig 6.1(b).

Our optical method to align the Mn$^{2+}$ spin against the action of the external magnetic field [46] (see section 5.2.3) becomes less efficient at magnetic fields above $\sim 15$ T. This is due to the accelerated spin-lattice relaxation of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin at high magnetic field. Details of the dependence of relaxation rate on the magnetic field are discussed in section 7.1.2.2. As a result, the Mn$^{2+}$ spin orientation thermalizes and the excitonic lines related to the less populated spin states vanish.

Strikingly, the quantum dot with the larger anisotropic exchange splitting value (Figure 6.1(b)) has an additional, albeit weaker, lower branch consisting of only five lines. To understand the origin of this branch one should notice that optical transitions are possible in two situations: (a) The projection of total angular momentum of the exciton on the quantization axis is equal to $\pm 1$ (bright
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exciton). In this case the transition is dipole allowed and the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin projection is conserved during the X recombination. Branches with six lines are related to this kind of recombination. (b) The projection of total angular momentum of the exciton is equal to \(\pm 2\) (dark exciton, X\(_d\)). Then, in the first approximation the optical transition is dipole forbidden. However, the valence band mixing and the exchange interaction with the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion result in a mixing of the electron and hole spin states. As a result, the X\(_d\) states have an admixture of the X states with the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin projection different by 1. Thus, the X\(_d\) recombination is possible when accompanied by the simultaneous spin-flip of the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion. As there are only 5 possible transitions between the 6 Mn\(^{2+}\) spin states, the photoluminescence lines related to X\(_d\) present a fivefold spitting. The upper energy branch of X\(_d\) is not clearly visible in our experiment because it overlaps with much stronger X transitions.

The quantum states of the exciton and Mn\(^{2+}\) spin can be described in the basis given by three quantum numbers: \(|S_z, \sigma_z, j_z\rangle\) indicating the Mn\(^{2+}\), electron and hole angular momentum projections onto the quantization axis parallel to the magnetic field. Using the available information for the g-factors of the carriers and the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion \([111]\), we attribute the X\(_d\) low energy branch to the recombination of \(|S_z, +1/2, +3/2\rangle\) states. Therefore, to satisfy the selection rules for X\(_d\) dipolar recombination the projection of the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin must be increased by 1. This implies that each possible X\(_d\) recombination is related to a spin-flip of the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion towards the state polarized opposite to the thermalized state. There are three different admixtures of the X\(_d\) states which make this process possible (see Figure 6.2). The first one is the state with the opposite spin projection of the electron (\(|S_z + 1, -1/2, +3/2\rangle\)). It is mixed with the X\(_d\) state due to the \(e\)-Mn exchange interaction. The second admixture, caused by the \(h\)-Mn exchange interaction, consists of a light hole with a spin projection different by 1 from the heavy hole of the X\(_d\) (\(|S_z + 1, +1/2, +1/2\rangle\)). The last admixed state, \(|S_z + 1, +1/2, -3/2\rangle\), consists of a heavy hole with a spin projection different by 3 from the spin projection of the original state. This admixture is induced by two interactions acting together: the heavy-light hole mixing, which mixes hole states with spin projection different by 2, and by the \(h\)-Mn exchange interaction. A direct experimental evidence for the presence of valence band mixing is provided.
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Figure 6.2: A schematic diagram of X admixtures in the $X_d$ states and possible channels of optical transitions related to the $X_d$ recombination.

by the anticrossing of the highest energy line of $X_d$ and the lowest energy line of X at a magnetic field $\sim 7$ T (labelled “B” in Figure 6.1(b)). These lines correspond to $| + 1.5, +1/2, +3/2 \rangle$ and $| + 2.5, +1/2, -3/2 \rangle$ states, respectively.

The radiative recombination related to the first two of these admixtures results in the emission of a photon with $\sigma^+$ polarization. The amplitudes of these admixtures depend only on the $e$-Mn and $h$-Mn exchange constants, i.e. on the overlap of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion and the carrier wave functions. In contrast, the recombination related to the third admixture produces a $\sigma^-$ polarized photon. The amplitude of this admixture depends not only on the X-Mn exchange interaction, but also on the valence band mixing, which, similarly to the anisotropic exchange splitting, results from the in-plane anisotropy of the quantum dot [86, 108, 112, 113]. The role of this anisotropy in determining the polarization of the $X_d$ lines is clearly visible in our experiment. Figure 6.3 shows spectra of the two quantum dots shown in Figure 6.1 for similar excitation conditions and magnetic field near the anticrossing of the lines related to $| - 2.5, -1/2, +3/2 \rangle$ and $| - 2.5, +1/2, -3/2 \rangle$ states (“A” in Figure 6.1(a-b)). In the $X_d$ region the $\sigma^-$ polarized lines are much more pronounced with respect to the $\sigma^+$ polarized ones for a highly anisotropic QD2.
As a quantitative measure of the $X_d$ oscillator strength for both circular polarizations we use the $X_d/X$ intensity ratio. Since this ratio depends on the excitation power [35], one should use identical excitation conditions to be able to compare its value for different quantum dots. Experimentally, this is achieved by choosing the same XX/X intensity ratio equal in our case to $1/3$. The XX intensity increases roughly quadratically with the excitation power, while the X intensity follows linear power dependence [34, 114]. Thus, this ratio gives a measure of the excitation efficiency.

A strong increase of the $X_d/X$ intensity ratio in $\sigma^+$ polarization with increasing X-Mn exchange constant (calculated from the splitting of excitonic sextuplet) is clearly visible in Figure 6.4(a). It confirms the origin of the first two recombination channels described above. However, the $X_d$ oscillator strength for $\sigma^-$ polarization depends both on the X-Mn exchange interaction and the quantum dot anisotropy. To elucidate the role of the anisotropy, we can use the circular polarization of the $X_d$. Figure 6.4(b) shows that it evolves towards $\sigma^-$ as the anisotropic exchange splitting increases. Therefore, we conclude that a high in-
Figure 6.4: (a) $X_d/X$ intensity ratio in $\sigma^+$ polarization vs. X-Mn exchange constant. (b) Degree of circular polarization of $X_d$ spectrum vs. anisotropic exchange splitting of the quantum dot. A value of $-1$ denotes pure $\sigma^-$ polarization, while a value of $+1$ refers to pure $\sigma^+$ polarization. Inset: The width of splitting between the $|+1.5, +1/2, +3/2\rangle$ and $|+2.5, +1/2, -3/2\rangle$ lines (“B” in Fig. 6.1(b)) calculated from the model vs. splitting between these lines determined directly from the PL for those quantum dots for which it was possible.

Plane anisotropy of the quantum dot leads to a strong mixing of light and heavy holes, which combined with the presence of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion is the reason for the strong $\sigma^-$ polarization and high intensity of the $X_d$ spectrum. It is important to note that for non-magnetic quantum dots showing similar anisotropy [108] the optical transitions of $X_d$ are not observed, except in the presence of a strong in-plane magnetic field.

A quantitative description of key features of the data in Fig. 6.1(a-b) is provided by a simple model with the initial state of the quantum dot after excitation event given by the following Hamiltonian ([107, 108, 115, 116, 117, 118]),
where $S$, $\sigma$ and $j$ are the Mn$^{2+}$, electron and hole spin operators, respectively, the first three terms represent the Zeeman energy of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion, the electron and the hole, $I_e$ and $I_h$ are the $e$-Mn and $h$-Mn exchange interaction constants, $a_i$ and $b_i$ are $e$-$h$ spin-spin coupling constants, $2\gamma$ is the heavy-light hole splitting and $\beta$ represents the strength of the heavy-light hole mixing. The first term is also the Hamiltonian of the final state of the system after the exciton recombination.

We also introduced an additional, phenomenological term related to the excitonic diamagnetic shift to facilitate a comparison of the model and experimental data.

The energies of the optical transitions versus magnetic field, calculated using this Hamiltonian for the two circular polarizations, are plotted in Figure 6.1(c). The calculations clearly reproduce the key features of the experimental data in Figure 6.1(a-b), such as for example the X-Mn exchange splitting and the anisotropic exchange splitting. All parameters in the Hamiltonian (except for $\gamma$ assumed to be 15 meV [86]) can be extracted by fitting to the experimental data. In particular, the heavy-light hole mixing can be estimated using the degree of circular polarization of $X_d$ lines. Such an approach permits an estimation of the $\beta$ parameter even for those quantum dots, for which the anticrossing between the $| +1.5, +1/2, +3/2 \rangle$ and $| +2.5, +1/2, -3/2 \rangle$ lines ("B" in Figure 6.1(b)) is not clearly visible. As shown in the inset of Figure 6.4(b) the obtained value of this anticrossing remains in very good agreement with the value estimated directly from the photoluminescence data. This confirms the proposed mechanism of $X_d$ brightening.

\[ H = g_{Mn} \mu_B \mathbf{B} \cdot \mathbf{S} + g_e \mu_B \mathbf{B} \cdot \mathbf{\sigma} + g_h \mu_B \mathbf{B} \cdot \mathbf{j} - I_e \mathbf{S} \cdot \mathbf{\sigma} - I_h \mathbf{S} \cdot \mathbf{j} + \sum_{i=x,y,z} (a_i j_i \sigma_i + b_i j_i^3 \sigma_i) - \gamma j_z^2 + \beta (j_x^2 - j_y^2) \] (6.1)

\[ \text{Parameters used for calculation can be found in Appendix A} \]
6.2 Mn$^{2+}$ spin orientation by dark exciton recombination

As shown in section 6.1, multiple events of injection and recombination of $\sigma^-$ polarized excitons in a single Mn-doped quantum dot induce the spin polarization of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion towards the states with positive spin projection. Since under $\sigma^-$ polarized excitation the lower energy $X_d$ branch is always visible for anisotropic quantum dots and each recombination of such $X_d$ involves an increase of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin projection by 1, these recombinations can play the role of an effective Mn$^{2+}$ spin orientation mechanism. In our experiment the $X_d/X$ intensity ratio for a highly anisotropic quantum dot was as high as 10%. This is comparable to the probability of a spin-flip of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion per one recombination of the X which was estimated to be $\sim$5% in section 5.2.4. While this orientation mechanism should be present for both circular polarizations of excitation, only the case of $\sigma^-$ is fully seen. Under $\sigma^+$ polarized excitation, which decreases the Mn$^{2+}$ spin projection [46], the high energy branch of $X_d$ should be populated and the low energy branch should be virtually invisible. The latter is, indeed, confirmed in our experiment. However, it is not possible to observe directly the high energy $X_d$ branch, since it occurs in the same energy region as the much stronger X lines.
Chapter 7

Spin relaxation

As described in chapter 1 many features of the spin dynamics, particularly of the spin relaxation of a system of magnetic ions in a semiconductor crystal are well understood. There are still, however, several aspects that remain little investigated. In this chapter, I will present results of new experiments concerning two important fields.

In section 7.1, I describe the investigation of the spin relaxation of a single magnetic spin caused by spin-lattice interaction in low and high magnetic field. Although this kind of interaction have been studied intensively in Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te material, all of these studies were performed on quantum wells or bulk material, where the magnetic system under investigation consist of a large number of magnetic ions. The ability to grow CdTe quantum dots with single Mn$^{2+}$ ion, along with the ability to optically control the spin state of this ion, described in section 5.2, gave the unique possibility to analyze the spin-lattice relaxation of the magnetic ion unperturbed by the spin-spin interaction.

Section 7.2 presents results of the new experiment on spin relaxation performed on diluted magnetic quantum wells and quantum dots with number of magnetic ions much larger than one. The unique in these measurements are the conditions of the experiment. The new experimental technique described in chapter 4 for the first time allowed detailed investigation of the spin dynamics in zero magnetic field with temporal resolution down to a few nanoseconds.
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7.1 Single isolated spin

A disadvantage of using systems containing a large ensemble of magnetic ions for investigation of the spin-lattice relaxation is that in such system there is always not negligible interaction between neighbouring ions. Due to this fact one should always consider the spin-spin interaction as leading to one of the relaxation channels. This makes the picture more complicated and obstructs analysis of the SLR.

Among many advantages of the single quantum dot with single magnetic ion, the great distance to any other magnetic atom is particularly useful in investigation of the spin-lattice relaxation. The mean distance between quantum dots in the sample used in the experiment is of order of 100 nm (see section 2.3). The magnetic ions are present only in the quantum dots material and are embedded in roughly 1% of the dots, which give the mean distance between the ions of order of 1 \( \mu \text{m} \). This distance, orders of magnitude bigger than in the DMS bulk material or quantum well system, lets us consider the magnetic ion in the quantum dot as truly isolated spin. Thus the only mechanism which can lead to its relaxation is the spin-lattice relaxation.

In this section, I present detailed studies of the spin-lattice relaxation of the single Mn\(^{2+}\) ion performed in low and high magnetic field. The spin-lattice relaxation time was determined in two independent experiments. Section 7.1.1 describes the first one, in which we measured the efficiency of the optical orientation of the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion [46] as function of excitation power and magnetic field. This approach is relatively simple and fast, however needs additional assumptions and gives results with limited accuracy. In the second, time-resolved experiment, described in section 7.1.2, we measured directly the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin relaxation time. This gives much more precise results. It is, however, more complicated and time consuming.
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7.1.1 Efficiency of the optical orientation of the magnetic ion

The steady state of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin in the quantum dot upon circularly polarized excitation is determined by two processes: the optical orientation of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin by spin-polarized excitons injected into the quantum dot and thermalization of the magnetic ion in external magnetic field caused by spin-lattice relaxation. Given that the excitation is $\sigma^-$ polarized, these two processes are competitive: interaction with polarized excitons rotates the spin of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion towards states with positive spin projection (see section 5.2), while for the thermalized system the most occupied state is the one with the spin projection equal to $-5/2$. This competition results in different spin polarization of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion, depending on the ratio between rates of the two processes. This ratio can be easily changed by changing the excitation power, i.e. changing the exciton injection rate into the quantum dot. Knowing this rate for a given excitation power and the corresponding steady state of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion one can determine the SLR rate.

One of the simplest quantitative measures of the optical spin orientation efficiency is determination of the mean spin projection value of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion ($\langle S_z \rangle$). As described in section 1.3.2, the relative intensities of the six components of the excitonic spectrum of the singly-Mn doped quantum dot gives the occupation of the six spin states of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion. Therefore the value of the $\langle S_z \rangle$ can be easily determined from the excitonic spectrum of the dot by using following formula:

$$\langle S_z \rangle = \frac{\sum_{i=-5/2}^{5/2} i I_i}{\sum_{i=-5/2}^{5/2} I_i}$$

(7.1)

where $I_i$ is the integrated intensity of excitonic line corresponding to the Mn$^{2+}$ state with spin projection equal to $i$. Representative spectra taken under excitation with different power, together with the value of $\langle S_z \rangle$, are shown in Figure 7.1. The spectra are normalized so that the intensities integrated over the 6 exciton lines are the same.
Figure 7.1: Photoluminescence spectra of a single-Mn doped quantum dot under circularly polarized excitation for indicated values of excitation power. The spectra are normalized so that the intensity integrated over the 6 exciton lines is the same. Note that for the intermediate power a weak additional line (second left) related to the dark exciton recombination (see section 6.1) is also visible.

The photoluminescence measurements vs. excitation power were performed in different magnetic field in the range of 0.5 - 11 T. Figure 7.2 shows the value of the $\langle S_z \rangle$ as a function of excitation power measured in Faraday configuration for different values of magnetic field under $\sigma^-$ polarized excitation. Similarly as in the section 5.2.4 we have ensured that the excitation power is a good measure of the excitation efficiency of the quantum dot by checking the $XX/X$ intensity ratio.
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As the excitation power approaches zero, the distribution of the occupation of the Mn$^{2+}$ six spin states approaches the one given by the Boltzmann distribution for a given temperature and magnetic field. Thus the $\langle S_z \rangle$ converges to specific negative value, different for different values of magnetic field. For the limit of high excitation power, when the exciton injection rate into the quantum dot is higher than the spin-lattice relaxation rate, the occupation distribution between the Mn$^{2+}$ spin states is governed mainly by the ratio between the probability of arrival of the $\sigma^-$ and $\sigma^+$ polarized excitons. As described in section 5.2.3 the $\sigma^-$ polarized excitation orients the Mn$^{2+}$ ion against the magnetic field. Therefore the $\langle S_z \rangle$ approaches a positive value, independent on the magnetic field. The maximum excitation power used in this experiment was low enough to neglect the influence of creating higher excitonic states (e.g. biexcitons) on the Mn$^{2+}$ spin orientation (see section 5.2.3).

The simplest observation enabling the estimation of the spin-lattice relaxation rate is following: when the optical orientation exactly compensates the thermalization, i.e. the spin orientation rate is exactly equal to the relaxation rate, then the Mn$^{2+}$ ion is completely depolarized (the $\langle S_z \rangle$ is equal to 0). Thus the spin orientation rate can be estimated using the exciton injection rate to the quantum dot and probability of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin flip per one exciton measured in the experiment described in section 5.2.4. This approach, however, is useful for a limited range of the values of the SLR rate. When the relaxation is too slow one should use extremely low excitation power to reach above-mentioned condition, too low to be able to collect the quantum dot photoluminescence spectrum with acceptable signal quality in a reasonable time. On the other hand, when the SLR rate is too high it is impossible to inject the excitons into the quantum dot with sufficient rate because of the finite exciton lifetime. If the mean time between the excitons injection is shorter than the excitonic lifetime, then the biexcitons are created, which leads to suppression of the optical orientation of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion (see section 5.2.2). Therefore, to extend the range of the SLR rates we introduce a rate equation model describing transitions between the Mn$^{2+}$ spin states caused by the processes under consideration. Then we extract the SLR rate from the dependence of the $\langle S_z \rangle$ on the excitation power even for such conditions for which complete depolarization of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion ($\langle S_z \rangle = 0$) is impossible to obtain.
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Figure 7.2: The mean value of the spin projection $\langle S_z \rangle$ of the single Mn$^{2+}$ ion in the quantum dot measured vs. excitation power for indicated values of magnetic field (symbols) compared with the model described in text (solid lines).

The model introduced here takes into account two types of transitions of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin. The first one is caused by the spin-lattice relaxation. The probability of transfer of any Mn$^{2+}$ state, characterized by its quantum number $m$, to a state with $m$ different by 1, is reciprocally proportional to the relaxation time $\tau_{SLR}$ and dependent on the Boltzmann factor $P = e^{\frac{2m\mu_B B}{k_BT}}$. The rate equation for the occupation $q_m$ of each Mn spin state is following:

$$\frac{dq_m}{dt} = \frac{1}{\tau_{SLR}} (q_{m-1}P + q_{m+1}P^{-1} - q_m(P + P^{-1}))$$

(7.2)
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(with a suitable cut-off for \(|m| = 5/2\), where \(p_{SLR} = \frac{1}{\tau_{SLR}}\). The solution of such system of equations is the Boltzmann distribution of occupation of the Mn\(^{2+}\) states. As a consequence, the value of the \(\langle S_z \rangle\) is given by the Brillouin function (formula 1.2).

The second type of transitions was already discussed in section 5.2.3. The transitions occur with a fixed probability \(p_0\) during the presence of a suitably polarized exciton in the quantum dot. By combining equations 5.2 and 7.2 one obtains:

\[
\frac{dq_m}{dt} = q_{m-1}(p_0\varphi_{X-1} + p_{SLR}P) + q_{m+1}(p_0\varphi_{X+1} + p_{SLR}P^{-1})
- q_m(p_0\varphi_{X-1} + p_0\varphi_{X-1} + p_{SLR}(P + P^{-1}))
\]

(7.3)

where \(\varphi_{X\pm1}\) are frequencies of arriving of excitons into the quantum dot. Terms from equation 5.2 related to biexciton formation have been skipped because - as mentioned above - the influence of higher excitonic states can be neglected due to low excitation power. By numerically solving this system of equations it is possible to calculate the \(q_m\) and consequently the \(\langle S_z \rangle\). Thus it is possible to fit this quantity to the experimental data using following variables as free parameters: \(T\) which gives the limit of the \(\langle S_z \rangle\) for an excitation power approaching zero and a given magnetic field; the \(\varphi_{X+1}/\varphi_{X-1}\) ratio which determines the maximum value of the \(\langle S_z \rangle\) for the high excitation power limit; \(\tau_{SLR}\) which determines the zero-cross point on the dependence of the \(\langle S_z \rangle\) on the excitation power. Additionally one needs two quantities which were already measured in previously described experiments: the overall frequency of exciton injection into the quantum dot \((\varphi_{X+1} + \varphi_{X-1})\) and the probability \(p_0\). As described in section 5.2.4, the former one can be determined using the \(XX/X\) intensity ratio and the excitonic lifetime in the quantum dot. The latter one was measured in the experiment presented in section 5.2.4 and is typically equal to 5%.

As can be seen on Figure 7.2 such model fits to the experiment with very good agreement. It is important to note that for different values of magnetic field only the value of the \(\tau_{SLR}\) is different, while the temperature \(T\) and the \(\varphi_{X+1}/\varphi_{X-1}\) are common. \(T\) is equal to about 13 K which stays in agreement within experimental accuracy with the value estimated using calibrated resistor
Figure 7.3: Spin-lattice relaxation rate of a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion in the quantum dot as a function of magnetic field, measured for several dots.

placed close to the sample. The value of $\varphi_{X,+}/\varphi_{X,-}$ is 0.64, very close to the value obtained in different experiment (0.65 - see section 5.2.2).

Figure 7.3 shows the dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate on the magnetic field determined using the method described above. The relaxation rate of the single Mn$^{2+}$ ion in the QD for low magnetic field (around 1 T) is of order of $10^4 - 10^5$ s$^{-1}$. It is strongly increasing with the magnetic field and reaches more than $10^7$ s$^{-1}$ at 11 T. It is, however, necessary to note that these extreme values for lowest and highest magnetic field are only lower and upper bound, respectively, due to limitations of this experimental technique.
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7.1.2 Direct time-resolved measurement

7.1.2.1 Low magnetic field

In the second, time-resolved experiment we measured directly the Mn\textsuperscript{2+} spin relaxation time. We used the same mechanism as previously - the spin-conserving exciton transfer between two neighbouring quantum dots - to orient the magnetic ion (see section 5.2.3). The idea of the experiment is presented in Figure 7.4.

![Diagram of direct measurement of spin relaxation time](image)

Figure 7.4: The idea of the direct measurement of the spin relaxation time of a single Mn\textsuperscript{2+} ion in the quantum dot for low magnetic field

First, the sample is illuminated with $\sigma^-$ polarized light to orient the Mn\textsuperscript{2+} ion towards the states with positive spin projection. Once the ion reaches the steady state we switch the excitation off for a controlled period. Then we turn the excitation on again in opposite circular polarization to probe the Mn\textsuperscript{2+} spin. The Mn\textsuperscript{2+} state is read by measuring the photoluminescence intensity of a selected component of the exciton sextuplet (related to the Mn\textsuperscript{2+} state with spin
projection equal to +5/2) in a given circular polarization. Its evolution reflects the orientation of the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin combined with the exciton optical orientation. During the first part of the excitation cycle (\(\sigma^-\) polarized excitation) we observe strong signal, indicating high occupation of the +5/2 state of the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion. When the excitation is switched off, the photoluminescence signal vanishes and remains zero as long as the excitation is off. When subsequently a \(\sigma^+\) polarized excitation is turned on, the photoluminescence intensity first rises rapidly to an initial value determined by the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin state and the efficiency of the exciton polarization transfer. If the Mn\(^{2+}\) orientation is conserved, this value is given only by the exciton polarization transfer and should be equal to about 65% of the previous value. Any loss of the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin orientation would decrease this value. After the initial rapid increase, the photoluminescence intensity slowly decreases. This decrease is related to the reorientation of the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin by circularly polarized light.

Figure 7.5 shows an example of the temporal profile of the photoluminescence signal measured in \(\sigma^-\) polarization at B=1 T for relatively short dark period. It is clearly visible that the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin state immediately after the dark period is very close to that aligned by the light. The initial value of the photoluminescence intensity is presented versus delay in Figure 7.6. Its decrease allows us to roughly estimate the Mn\(^{2+}\) spin relaxation time in darkness to be about 0.4 ms.

7.1.2.2 High magnetic field

The method for investigating the spin-lattice relaxation time described in section 7.1.2.1 needs to be modified when used in magnetic field stronger than about 1 T. This is due to the Zeeman splitting of the excitonic ground level in the absorbing quantum dot. The splitting makes the change of circular polarization of the resonant excitation impossible without changing the excitation energy. Therefore we simplified the excitation scheme by skipping the polarization modulation and using only the intensity switching. The idea of such experiment is explained in Figure 7.7. First we illuminate the sample with \(\sigma^-\) polarized light, which causes polarization of the Mn\(^{2+}\) ion against the magnetic field. Then the excitation is switched off for a controlled delay and switched on again in the same circular po-
Figure 7.5: Temporal profile of the photoluminescence intensity at one of the six components of the exciton spectrum (indicated in inset) during the excitation sequence described in text for B=1 T with excitation power equal to 6 µW. The horizontal arrow indicates the ratio between photoluminescence intensity measured in co-polarization and cross-polarization setup.

Similarly to the low magnetic field case, the Mn$^{2+}$ state is monitored by measuring the intensity of a selected component of the exciton photoluminescence spectrum. It is the component related to the most occupied Mn$^{2+}$ state under $\sigma^-$ polarized excitation. If the Mn$^{2+}$ orientation remains unchanged during the dark period, the observed intensity immediately rises to the same value as it was before, after switching the excitation on. If, however, there is non-negligible Mn$^{2+}$ spin relaxation, the intensity of the observed component rises to a lower value. Subsequently, a relatively slow increase of the intensity is observed. It is related to the Mn$^{2+}$ spin orientation by polarized carriers. If this increase is slow enough it is possible to determine the initial intensity with a good precision.
Figure 7.6: Initial photoluminescence intensity after turning the excitation on in $\sigma^-$ polarization versus length of dark period.

Figure 7.7: The idea of the direct measurement of the spin relaxation time of a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion in the quantum dot for high magnetic field.
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By varying the length of the dark period in the range of 20 ns-500 µs, we were able to measure the broad spectrum of relaxation times and, consequently, its dependence on the magnetic field in a wide range of fields.

Figure 7.8a shows example temporal profiles of the intensity of the observed photoluminescence line at magnetic field equal to 5.7 T for various length of the dark period. As demonstrated in Figure 7.8b the initial intensity after switching the excitation on decreases exponentially with the length of the dark period. This allows easy calculation of the spin-lattice relaxation time.

Such experiment was repeated for various values of magnetic field in the range of 0.5 - 11 T. Figure 7.9 shows the dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate on the magnetic field determined using the method described in this section together with data measured in the indirect method described in section 7.1.1 and in the former experiments on bulk diluted Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te material [71]. It is clearly visible that two presented methods for the quantum dots, the direct and the indirect one, gave results which agree within experimental accuracy.
Figure 7.9: Spin-lattice relaxation rate of a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion in the quantum dot as a function of magnetic field, measured for several dots (colour points) using two different methods described in text in comparison with the relaxation rate measured in diluted Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te bulk material (black points).

However, the direct method allows us to measure the spin relaxation time with greater accuracy. Moreover, the wider range of available time-scales enables the investigation of the spin relaxation in a wider range of magnetic field.

The relaxation rate of the single Mn$^{2+}$ ion in the quantum dot for low magnetic field (around 1 T) is of order of $10^4$ s$^{-1}$, slightly lower than in bulk material at 4.2 K. It is, however, increasing rapidly with the magnetic field and reaches almost $10^8$ s$^{-1}$ at 11 T. This is over two orders of magnitude higher than the value measured for bulk Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te.

The vast difference of the spin-lattice relaxation rate measured in present experiments and the previous one [71] may be partially explained by the different temperature: the quantum dots with single Mn$^{2+}$ ions were investigated at about
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13 K, while the experiment with the bulk material was performed at 4.2 K. At the same time it is well known that the spin-lattice relaxation strongly increases with the temperature [63, 67]. However, the difference at low field cannot be explained this way. This, however, does not explain the fact that for low magnetic field the relaxation rate in quantum dots is actually slightly lower than in bulk Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te. Possible origins of this difference include strain fields, usually high in structures containing quantum dots. Confirmation of this hypothesis requires further studies and is beyond the scope of this work.

7.2 System of coupled spins

As mentioned in chapter 1, a great majority of previous studies of spin dynamics of a large system of Mn$^{2+}$ ions in Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te material was performed in the presence of a magnetic field. Under such conditions, the relaxation of the transverse component of magnetization is an adiabatic process, which was ascribed to anisotropic spin-spin interactions [119]. It is fast, and accelerates with the Mn content. The relaxation of the longitudinal component involves a transfer of the Zeeman energy to the lattice (spin-lattice relaxation). For isolated Mn$^{2+}$ ions, this is a slow process, due to the absence of spin-orbit coupling within the orbital singlet which forms the ground state. In DMSs, the spin-lattice relaxation rate increases with the Mn content, as a result of a fast transfer via the Mn spins towards “killer centres”, in particular Mn clusters [66, 67] which statistically exist within the random Mn distribution. For compositions where both have been measured, the spin-spin time is faster than the spin-lattice relaxation time, by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude [120] (see Fig. 7.11). The general picture that emerges, is that fast processes are expected in a DMS with relatively high Mn content, while strongly diluted or isolated Mn$^{2+}$ spins should exhibit long relaxation times. More recently, the role of free carriers has been stressed: they form an efficient channel to transfer the Mn Zeeman energy to the lattice [73].

Since the most promising possible applications of DMS involve information storage and processing in spintronics, a better knowledge of the magnetization or spin dynamics is needed, particularly in the absence of an applied magnetic field. In Ref. [70], the magnetization of a bulk Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te sample, in the presence
of a static field, was changed by the collinear AC field of a coil, and monitored by Faraday rotation. The spin-lattice relaxation time was clearly identified and exhibits a dramatic decrease at low field. In principle, this method can be used down to zero field but the frequency response of the set-up was limited to a few microseconds, so that the static field had to be kept above a few tenths of Tesla. By contrast, $T_2$ slowly increases when decreasing the applied field in $\text{Zn}_{0.5}\text{Mn}_{0.1}\text{Se}$ [72] or $\text{Cd}_{1-x}\text{Mn}_x\text{Te}$ [75].

In this section, I describe the magnetization dynamics in $\text{Cd}_{1-x}\text{Mn}_x\text{Te}$ quantum wells and quantum dots with similar, low Mn content. In case of quantum dots, the nominal density of Mn$^{2+}$ in the CdTe material results in an average number of magnetic ions in each dot equal to a few tens. A new experimental technique of short magnetic pulses created by a small coil is used. As described in chapter 4 this technique allows investigation of the Mn spin relaxation down to zero magnetic field and with a temporal resolution of a few nanoseconds.

### 7.2.1 Diluted magnetic quantum wells

The magnetization relaxation of quantum wells with Mn content in the range 0.2% - 1.5% was measured using the technique described in chapter 4. Figure 7.10 shows an example of the temporal evolution of the magnetization as extracted from the photoluminescence signal observed for sample with 0.8% of Mn after the pulse of magnetic field and without applied external static field. The time $t=0$ on the plot denotes the moment when the pulse is finished. The shape of the current pulse (dotted line), as recorded by an oscilloscope measuring the voltage across a 50 Ω resistor terminating the current line, was convoluted with different possible decay functions and compared to the experimental signal (points) (see section 4.6). We found that a bi-exponential decay was sufficient to describe the magnetization relaxation in the absence of magnetic field with very good accuracy. The characteristic time of the fast component of this decay was of order of 10 ns, and it is measurably longer than the experimental resolution ($\approx 7$ ns). The long component is relatively weak and its characteristic time is equal to a few hundreds of nanoseconds. Figure 7.11 presents a comparison of the fast decay rate (blue symbols) with the spin-lattice relaxation rate measured previously in magnetic
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Figure 7.10: Magnetization dynamics of a Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum well with 0.8% of Mn at B = 0 after the pulse of magnetic field (symbols), coil current (dotted line), and the result of calculations (solid and dashed lines) described in the text.

field in materials with comparable Mn content [70, 71]. The rate observed in the absence of magnetic field is higher than the values obtained in magnetic field by about three orders of magnitude. It shows almost no dependence on the Mn content, as expected for isolated Mn ions.

The fast zero-field decay may be caused by many different interactions: the hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spin of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion, the superhyperfine interaction with the nuclear spin of neighbour Cd atoms, dipolar interaction with nuclear or electronic spins of other Mn$^{2+}$ ions, the single ion anisotropy due to the cubic crystal field and strain in the epitaxial structure, fluctuations in the interaction with carriers, etc.

It is well known, from EPR spectroscopy of Mn diluted in CdTe bulk material [63] and CdTe- and ZnTe-MnTe super lattices [121, 122], that the Mn$^{2+}$ electronic
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Figure 7.11: Spin-spin relaxation rate at 5 K (+), spin-lattice relaxation rate at 1.5-4.7 K (×) (adapted from [120]), and present data at 1.5 K: fast and slow magnetization decay at 0 and 1 T, respectively (open symbols - carrier densities in the $10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$ range; closed symbol - carrier density equal to $1.5 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$).
spin $\vec{S}$ interacts strongly with its nuclear spin $\vec{I}$ (both 5/2), with a sizable crystal field, and with strain. The Hamiltonian taking into account these interactions is following [122, 123]:

$$\mathcal{H} = g_{Mn}\mu_B\vec{B} \cdot \vec{S} + A\vec{A} \cdot \vec{S} + D[S^2 - \frac{S(S+1)}{3}]$$

$$+ \frac{a}{6}[S_x^4 + S_y^4 + S_z^4 - \frac{S(S+1)(3S^2 + 3S - 1)}{5}]$$

(7.4)

with $A = 680$ neV for the hyperfine coupling, $a = 320$ neV for the cubic crystal field. The dominant strain component in epitaxial layers grown pseudomorphically on substrates with 4% and 12% Zn is biaxial, with $\varepsilon_{xx} = \varepsilon_{yy} = -(c_{11}/2c_{12})\varepsilon_{zz} = -2.3 \times 10^{-3}$ and $-7 \times 10^{-3}$, respectively. Its effect is described by the $DS^2_z$ term, with values of $D$ deduced from Ref. [122] using following formula [124]:

$$D = -\frac{3}{2}G_{11} \left(1 + \frac{2C_{12}}{C_{11}}\right) \frac{a_{xy} - a_0}{a_0}$$

(7.5)

where $G_{11}$ is the spin-lattice coefficient describing the energy shift of spin levels per unit strain [125], $C_{11}$ and $C_{12}$ are the elastic constants, $a_{xy}$ is the in-plane lattice constant of the quantum well and $a_0$ is the lattice constant of unstrained CdTe.

The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian were calculated for various values of magnetic field in the range 0-100 mT\textsuperscript{1}. The resulting energy diagram is shown in Figure 7.12. In the field stronger than about 50 mT the Zeeman splitting of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion becomes the strongest among the interactions included in the Hamiltonian 7.4. As a result the energy levels split into 6 branches, each related to a specific Mn$^{2+}$ spin projection onto the direction of the magnetic field. Each branch show sixfold splitting caused by the hyperfine interaction. For lower field the situation is more complicated. As it is shown in Figure 7.12b, a number of strong anticrossings appear at magnetic field in the range of about 5 to 20 mT. If the change of magnetic field was immediate, then it would cause only the change

\textsuperscript{1}Parameters used for calculation can be found in Appendix A
in the Zeeman energy of all the levels. However, if we sweep down the magnetic field with finite speed, than at the end of the pulse we will obtain also the change of the occupation of these levels. The evolution of the magnetization can be viewed as a series of transitions between different states caused by the coherent oscillations, which occur every time the coupling between these states becomes significant (i.e. close to the anticrossing on the energy diagram).

The magnetization evolution can be calculated numerically using the density matrix formalism. The spin state of ensemble of magnetic moments is represented by the matrix $\rho$. Its initial value $\rho_0$ is given by a thermalized system:
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\[ \rho_0 = \sum_j p_j |\Psi_j\rangle \langle \Psi_j| \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.6)

where \(|\Psi_j\rangle\) is a pure \(j\)th eigenstate of the Hamiltonian 7.4 at \(t=0\) and \(p_j\) is the probability (given by the Boltzmann distribution) that a single ion is in the \(\Psi_j\) state. The evolution of the system is given by the von Neumann equation:

\[ i\hbar \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = [\mathcal{H}, \rho] \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.7)

where the brackets denote a commutator. If \(\mathcal{H}\) was a time-independent Hamiltonian, the solution would be:

\[ \rho(t) = e^{-i\mathcal{H}t/\hbar} \rho_0 e^{i\mathcal{H}t/\hbar} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.8)

Since the Hamiltonian evolves (as the magnetic field change), we consider small time intervals \(\delta t\) and assume that during each interval \(\mathcal{H}\) is constant. In order to model a realistic case, the temporal profile of the magnetic field used in the calculation is taken from the experiment.

As shown by the dashed line in Figure 7.10, such calculation of the magnetization evolution using Hamiltonian 7.4 with no additional effect of the environment, well describes the first fast drop in the experimental data. However, as it is clearly visible in Figure 7.10, there is still some persistent magnetization, which remains after this first fast drop of the calculated curve. This is easy to understand, as the hyperfine coupling has non-zero matrix elements only between states with \(\Delta S_z = \pm 1\). Therefore several levels show no anticrossing, and the spin states remain eigenstates when varying the magnetic field.

In order to reproduce the experimental data, which do not show strong remaining magnetization, we introduce additional mechanisms which mix states with different values of \(S_z\). Within the single Mn\(^{2+}\) system, this is simulated when considering strain components which are anisotropic within the quantum
well plane. For instance, the effect of a strain $\varepsilon_{xy} = 4 \times 10^{-3}$, calculated using Ref. [125, 126], is shown in Fig. 7.10 as a solid line. It shows a good agreement with the experimental data. Such a strain in a quantum well could be caused by local fluctuations or dislocations, but its estimated value is surprisingly large: x-ray diffraction data gives a 4 times smaller estimate for similar structures [127]. This suggests that mechanisms related to the environment of the Mn$^{2+}$ impurity should be considered.

Note also that even for the best fit, the calculated evolution leaves a small but non-zero persistent magnetization. The experimental data in Figures 7.10 and 7.13 ($B = 0$) shows indeed such a long-time component, which decays with characteristic times equal to about 500 ns in case of the sample with 0.8% of Mn. This decay time slightly varies from sample to sample, but always remains in the sub-$\mu$s range.

A dramatic change in the magnetization relaxation was observed after applying a static magnetic field, additional to the pulsed one created with the coil. The example results are shown in Fig. 7.13. The slow component becomes dominant at about $B = 0.3$ T while its characteristic time slightly increases. At field as high as 1.0 T the fast components are not visible at all and the decay can be described with monoexponential curve with characteristic time in the range of tens of microseconds. The values of this characteristic time are in good agreement with previous data of spin-lattice relaxation in Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te [70, 71]. Furthermore the well known increase of relaxation rate with Mn content is clearly seen (see Figure 7.11).

This result can be understood along the lines developed by Scalbert et al. [70]. The magnetization relaxation in zero magnetic field does not require any transfer of energy$^1$, however upon applying magnetic field all fast adiabatic processes are suppressed and a spin-lattice relaxation becomes dominant.

In order to verify the role of the intrinsic background carriers in the quantum well in the relaxation process we performed measurements on samples with different density of the hole gas. We found that in significant magnetic field the

---

$^1$For that reason the magnetization decay in the absence of magnetic field should be called "coherent evolution", rather than "relaxation". However, for simplicity in this work we refer to all magnetization decay processes as "relaxation".
hole gas can play role of an additional relaxation channel. This is easily seen in Figure 7.14, where the decay is faster for a larger hole density (which can be controlled by additional illumination - see section 2.2), in agreement with Ref. [69].

An opposite influence of hole gas on the magnetization dynamics is observed in zero magnetic field. Figure 7.15 shows the comparison between magnetization relaxation measured for n-type and p-type samples with the same Mn content. In the case of the p-type sample the slow component of the relaxation is much more pronounced. We ascribe this effect to the anisotropy introduced by hole gas. As mentioned in section 1.1.1, these are heavy holes with projections $\pm 3/2$ of their moment along the growth direction. Due to the strong exchange coupling between holes and Mn$^{2+}$ spins, the $\pm 5/2$ doublet of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin (with the proper orientation of the holes) forms the ground state, while the $\pm 3/2$ and $\pm 1/2$ ones are at higher energy. A polarized hole gas of density in the $10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$ range
induces an exchange field of the order of 0.1 T, i.e., a splitting of 10 µeV between the ±5/2 and ±3/2 doublets. This results in an effective anisotropy similar to that occurring in molecular magnets, where it gives rise to a slow dynamics of the magnetization [128]. The extreme case of this slowing down is appearance of the ferromagnetic phase in the Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum wells with high Mn content and carrier concentration [6, 129, 130, 131, 132]. In a ferromagnetic Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum well, this coupling results also in a softening of the Mn resonance when approaching the critical temperature [131, 133].
7. SPIN RELAXATION
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Figure 7.15: Magnetization dynamics of a n-type and p-type Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum wells with 0.8% of Mn at B = 0.

7.2.2 Mn doped quantum dots

As shown in the previous section, one of the reasons of the fast spin relaxation in zero magnetic field in quantum wells is the perturbation of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion’s ground state by local strain of the crystal. This contribution is known to be usually much larger in quantum dots than in quantum wells. Therefore, one may expect that in the case of quantum dots much larger magnetic fields would be required to suppress the fast relaxation channel. On the other hand, the experiment described in section 7.1 has shown, that the spin-lattice relaxation of single Mn$^{2+}$ ion embedded in a quantum dot is extremely slow in low magnetic field, down to 0.5 T. Thus the field necessary to suppress the fast relaxation should be lower than this value.

In order to compare the results of experiments on quantum dots and quantum
Figure 7.16: Typical photoluminescence spectra of an ensemble of Cd$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$Te quantum dots with 1\% of Mn, with and without applied magnetic field. The spectra were recorded in $\sigma^+$ polarization at 1.5 K. Vertical line indicates the wavelength at which the variation of optical signal is traced under pulsed magnetic field.

wells, all measurements in pulsed magnetic field were performed in the same setup and in the same conditions (see previous section). Typical spectra of the ensemble of quantum dots with and without magnetic field are shown in Figure 7.16. As described in section 1.3.1, these spectra show a broad band consisting of many of lines, each related to a specific quantum dot. The temporal evolution of the magnetization of the Mn$^{2+}$ ions embedded in the quantum dots is monitored by recording the photoluminescence intensity at indicated energy in selected circular polarization. The results of the measurement of the magnetization relaxation after the magnetic pulse are shown in Figure 7.17.

The result of the experiment on quantum dots in zero field is basically the
Figure 7.17: Magnetization dynamics of an ensemble of quantum dots at indicated values of external, constant magnetic field at 1.5 K, compared with the profile of the current in the coil (grey line). Note, that for non-zero values of external field the zero point on vertical axis does not correspond to vanishing magnetization but to the equilibrium state after the magnetic pulse. Non-linear time scale chosen to show both fast and slow components of decays clearly.

same as on quantum well. We observe a fast relaxation with characteristic time equal to the previous one within experimental accuracy. However there is a huge difference observed between quantum dots and quantum well in non-zero magnetic field. In quantum dots, in contrast to quantum well, there is no visible slowing down of relaxation after applying external field up to 0.5 T. It is clearly visible in Figure 7.17. The experimental studies in higher field were not possible - the photoluminescence spectrum of ensemble of quantum dots was completely circularly polarized at field of about 1 T and no polarization variation could be observed upon applying small magnetic pulses.
The fact that the magnetization relaxation does not slow down in external field of a few tenths of Tesla is surprising when compared with the experiment described in section 7.1. The relaxation of a single Mn\(^{2+}\) ion which do not interact with other magnetic moments was several orders of magnitude slower than the one observed in present experiment. This indicates that one of the origins of the fast relaxation in quantum dots with many Mn\(^{2+}\) ions might be the spin-spin interaction between the ions. The interaction is not expected to be strong, as the nominal concentration of the magnetic ions is low (equal to 1\%). However, no data is available on the distribution uniformity of the ions inside the dot. Agglomeration of the Mn\(^{2+}\) ions in certain parts of the dot (in the dot centre, for instance) would lead to much stronger spin-spin interaction when compared to the case of uniform distribution. Further studies are needed on this field, however they remain beyond the scope of this work.
Chapter 8

Conclusions

The spin dynamics of magnetic ions embedded in semiconductor crystal attracted attention of scientists for years. Although many aspects of the magnetic ions behaviour in a semiconductor crystal were already well understood, there were still a lot of open questions. This work reports new experimental results in this field. It presents experiments related to the mechanisms governing the spin dynamics - orientation and relaxation - of the manganese ions embedded in the CdTe crystal. Large part of the work is devoted to single quantum dots with single Mn$^{2+}$ ions, which give a peerless insight into the interactions of magnetic ion with semiconductor environment. Phenomena occurring in low and zero magnetic field in larger systems of magnetic ions, which have not been investigated before, are also addressed.

The experiments on single CdTe quantum dots with single Mn$^{2+}$ ions have shown, that the random spin flips of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin are strongly enhanced by injection of randomly polarized excitons into the quantum dot. This suggested a procedure of the Mn$^{2+}$ polarization by spin polarized excitons. The experiment exploiting exciton spin transfer from a neighbour non-magnetic quantum dot indeed demonstrated that the information can be written on the spin state of a single Mn$^{2+}$ ion. The magnetic field of 1 T strongly enhances the orientation efficiency. Dynamics of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin under resonant excitation with circularly polarized light was measured in a time-resolved experiment and described with a simple rate equation model. The orientation time varied between 20 and 100 ns over the used range of excitation power. The storage time of information on
the Mn$^{2+}$ spin depends mainly on the spin-lattice relaxation time and reaches almost 0.5 ms in low magnetic field and liquid helium temperature. One of possible orientation mechanisms of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin has been investigated. The dark excitons optical recombination, usually not observable in non-magnetic quantum dots in the absence of magnetic field, is partially allowed in dots with magnetic ions. Each event of such recombination takes place with a simultaneous spin flip of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion. Thus a series of these events can create significant polarization of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin. This mechanism can be particularly efficient for dots with high in-plane anisotropy, thus with significant heavy hole-light hole mixing. However, the experimental results show that it is not the only mechanism which should be taken into account. In particular the dominant mechanism of the Mn$^{2+}$ spin orientation in the dots with low heavy hole-light hole mixing remains unclear.

The Mn$^{2+}$ spin relaxation has been investigated for systems of both single and many magnetic ions. In case of single Mn$^{2+}$ spin in a quantum dot two methods of measurement have been demonstrated. Both gave the same results within the experimental accuracy. However, the time-resolved method allowed measurements with better accuracy and in a broader range of magnetic fields. The measured dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate on the magnetic field is qualitatively similar to the one measured previously in bulk material. However, there is a relevant quantitative difference between results of these and previous experiments, especially in high magnetic field. Possible origins of much faster relaxation observed in the experiments on quantum dots include slightly higher temperature of the sample as well as strain fields, usually high in structures containing quantum dots. Confirmation of this hypothesis requires further studies.

The spin relaxation in systems with many Mn$^{2+}$ ions - quantum wells and quantum dots - were performed with the use of new experimental technique. It allowed investigation of the magnetization relaxation in the absence of magnetic field, with temporal resolution down to a few nanoseconds, which was not possible before.

In case of diluted magnetic quantum wells, we analyzed the evolution of the giant Zeeman splitting of the photoluminescence, transmission and reflectivity lines after a pulse of magnetic field. At zero magnetic field, a fast dynamics was observed, with a dominant component being of order of tens of nanoseconds.
This dynamics is driven by hyperfine coupling with the nuclear spin of the Mn$^{2+}$ ion. It is highly sensitive to the presence of the anisotropy, particularly the one introduced by holes and by strain. Due to a thermal distribution of nuclear spins the fast decay of the magnetization is observed when the field is swept down to zero. When applying an additional, static magnetic field, a much slower relaxation (by about 3 orders of magnitude) was observed, with a characteristic time up to tens of microseconds at 1 T for 0.2% - 1.5% Mn. This slow relaxation agrees with previous measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation time. The influence of two dimensional hole on magnetization relaxation is also visible. In relatively large magnetic field (1 T) the presence of hole gas enhances the relaxation rate, due to additional relaxation channel. At B=0, the introduction of holes results in appearance of slow relaxation component, which can be ascribed to stabilization of relaxation caused by the interaction between holes and Mn$^{2+}$ ions.

In experiments with quantum dots with many magnetic ions, we analyzed the degree of circular polarization of photoluminescence spectrum after a pulse of magnetic field. In the absence of magnetic field the magnetization relaxation is very fast, with dominant component of characteristic time equal to about 20 ns. This value is comparable with the one obtained in similar experiment with quantum wells. After applying an additional, static magnetic field of order of 0.5 T, the relaxation does not slow down, contrary to the case of quantum wells. One of the possible origins of the fast relaxation in magnetic field is the spin-spin interaction between the ions. This interaction could be significantly enhanced if the Mn$^{2+}$ ions distribution inside the dot would be highly non-uniform. This aspect requires further studies.

8.1 Perspectives

Although the experiments discussed in this work brought answers to many questions concerning the Mn$^{2+}$ spin dynamics in a CdTe crystal, they also raised new unresolved problems which remain open. One of the most important but not firmly conducted issue concerns the mechanism of the optical spin orientation in quantum dots with single Mn$^{2+}$ ions. Several mechanisms have been proposed
so far, including the one involving dark excitons recombination presented in this work. However a complete explanation of this phenomenon is still missing.

All experiments discussed in this work concern a non-coherent control and evolution of the spin state of magnetic ions embedded in a semiconductor crystal. A completely new emerging field of research is related to coherent phenomena, especially those involving single magnetic ions, as they hold promise for single atom-based qubits. Future experiments in this area will probably focus on investigation of the coherence time and possibility of coherent control over the spin state of a single magnetic ion inside a quantum dot. Hopefully, experimental work presented here will turn out to be helpful in this new, fascinating field.
Appendix A

Parameters used in calculations

• Chapter 6

Parameters of the Hamiltonian 6.1 used to reproduce energies of excitonic transitions observed for quantum dot QD2 from Figure 6.1(b):

\[ g_{Mn} = 2.0; \quad g_e = -0.55; \quad g_h = 0.43; \]
\[ I_e = -0.09 \text{ meV}; \quad I_h = 0.19 \text{ meV}; \]
\[ a_x = a_y = 0; \quad a_z = -0.025 \text{ meV}; \]
\[ b_x = -b_y = 0.13 \text{ meV}; \quad b_z = -0.28 \text{ meV}; \]
\[ \gamma = 15 \text{ meV}; \quad \beta = 1.9 \text{ meV}; \]
\[ \gamma_2 = 0.0022 \text{ meV/T}^2 \text{ (diamagnetic coefficient of the diamagnetic shift: } \Delta E = \gamma_2 B^2 \text{)} \]

• Chapter 7

Parameters of the Hamiltonian 7.4 and \( D \) (equation 7.5) used to reproduce magnetization temporal profile shown in Figure 7.10:

\[ g_{Mn} = 2.0; \quad A = 680 \text{ neV}; \quad D = 4.16 \times 10^{-7} \text{ eV}; \quad a = 320 \text{ neV}; \]
\[ G_{11} = 46 \text{ m}^{-1}; \quad G_{11} = 2.7 \times 10^{-9} \text{ Pa}^{-1} \text{m}^{-1}; \]
Appendix B

List of publications related to this work


• M. Goryca, P. Kossacki, D. Ferrand, M. Nawrocki, W. Pacuski, W. Maślana, S. Tatarenko, J. Cibert *Anisotropy dependent relaxation dynamics of mag-
netization in (Cd,Mn)Te quantum wells, Physica Status Solidi (c) 3, 4094-4097 (2007).
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